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Built to Last

is a ham mock my best friend gave me for

0 ne of myr favorite gifts I've ever receivedChristmas a few years ago. It now hangs
below tl-e 400-year-old oak tree in my

backyard. When anyone comes to visit, provided it's not
chigger season, I always insist they go lie in the hammock.
It's an instant dose of peace and serenity. Often when I
sway under the tree's intricate web of leaves and branches,
appreciating its beauty and impressive size, I reflect on how
long ithas persisted, despite Texas'punishingweather; and
how many people over the centuries may have admired it
while contemplating nature's endurance.

This issue is a celebration of things that have endured.
Each story pays homage to a place, landmark, shop,
or restaurant that is 100 years or older. Longevity re-
quires perseverance, and care and attention over gen-
erations. When anyth ng lasts more than 100 years, it's a
testament to the number of people who have loved it and

invested in it. One of the great rewards of that labor and
attention is knowing future generations can enjoy the same
special places.

On a recent trip to Houston, I visited Hermann Park with
my husband, kids, and father-in-law. It was our first time
at the park, our favorite place in the city, since we moved
from Houston to Austin five years ago. My husband and I
had fun pointing out the spot where we got engaged and
telling our son about his first visit at 2 months old. I hope
our love of the park passes down to them and subse-
quent generations. We'd love to hear about your family's
favorite 100-year-old places in Texas. Email us your picks
at letters@texashighways.com.

EMILY ROBERTS STONE
EDITOR IN CHIEF

Photo: Nathan Lindstrom
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Behind the Sto

East Texas lends itself to the thriller genre, according

to novelist May Cobb. "I grew up there in the '80s, in

the era of the satanic panic," says the Austin-based

writer. "Everyone used to tell the urban myths that

it was populated by devil worshippers." Cobb's nov-

els, including The Hunting Wives and her upcom-

ing My SummerDarlings, are set in the Piney Woods

and grapple with wealth, exclusivity, and solitude.

"Growing up, there was a culture of '80s oil wealth

and the things that accompany that," Cobb says. "A

rich, decadent, adults-behaving-badlyvibe wasvery

much present there." Her essay "Out of the Woods"

(Page 12), which discusses her son's autism diagnosis

and their journey to find healthcare, is a departure

from her usual subject matters. While she doesn't

think she'll be moving back to Longview again, Cobb

concedes that "the barbecue is better in Longview

thaninAustin."MySummerDarlingswillbereleased
in May 2022.

Featured Contributors
Christ Chavez
A native El Pasoan, Chavez has photo-
graphed West Texas and the surrounding
area for 23 years. He shot photos of Sacred
Heart Church in El Paso's Second Ward, his

childhood neighborhood, for "The Heart of the Segundo
Barrio" (Page 19). "It's still my dad's parish, so we go on

Sundays with him for Mass," Chavez says. "While pho-

tographing the church I noticed the baptismal font, and
I wondered if it's the same font my brother and I had

been baptized in." Chavez's photos have appeared in The

Dallas Morning News, The New York Times, The London
Times, Nylon, and L'Obs.

oeWilson
An award-winning illustrator based in
England, Wilson specializes in detailed illus-
trations and print, which he showcases on
this month's cover. Working with a com-

bination of pencil, ink, and digital color, Wilson blends

traditional and contemporary art styles. "I had a blast

illustrating this cover," Wilson says. "Being from the U.K.,

it's been great to have a chance to learn about the people,
places, and things that make Texas so awesome. It's nice

to see so many are still going strong after so many years,
a real testament to the Texan spirit." Wilson has cre-

ated illustrations for brands including Adidas and Tommy

Hilfiger as well as publications including The Economist,
Wired, and Vanity Fair.
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READERS RESPOND

MERGE

4 ,~
Cresting the anVe

I was a surfer from Soutlern California during the
same era, 2nd I completely understand the emotional
connection and identity in it and how it becomes an
almost spiritual refuge in times of trouble and joy.

John Hartigan, Austin

Into the Depths
Just visited Palo Duro, and

it was beautiful ["Canyon to

Canyon," October]. It would
take weeks to explore

the entire thing.
© David Malphurs,

Rockwall

Authentic Cuisine
Carnitas Lonja has the best

carnitas on the planet
["Simple, Elevated," October]!

© Rebecca Cavazos,
San Antonio

I am currently in Michigan.
You s-ould see the cheese-

covered glop they call Mexican
food at some places here.

ra @jg48386

Judge Peace
My great-grandfather James Peace's
name is on the historical plaque at the
jail ["My Hometown: Hemphill," October].
He was a county tax collector, a county
sheriff, and a judge at the time. He was
married and raised seven children, and
he had a teaching degree. He was known
as a fair "hanging judge."

Jimmy Peace, Austin

Birds of a Feather
Just a few words to say how much
I enjoyed Edward Carey's article
"Grackles!" in the October issue. How the
author was able to make such a hysterical
read out of an average bird is a wonder,
but I enjoyed it immensely. A few years
back, my family came upon an injured
grackle in our neighborhood and took it
to a birdseed store hoping to get some
help. We didn't know at that time what
kind of bird we had rescued but felt good

about ourselves for taking the initiative
.o help him. You can imagine the clerk at
the seed store was less than enthusiastic
in telling us we had rescued a grackle!
3ut she did keep the bird and promised to
take it to a rescue center nearby. He may
still be crackling out there to this day.

Carol Edmondson, Waco

I've been subscribing to this magazine
for several years, and I have seen it
evolve from a travelogue into something
with fascinating articles about the places,
people, and things that make up this
incredible state. I simply could not pass
up the opportunity to clap my hands on
the grackles article. I see these birds all
the time in parking lots, and I've come
to associate them with Walmart. Their
obnoxious squawks plus their disheveled
appearances make them very comical
creatures that roam the ground looking
for possible morsels to eat. The humor

with which Edward Carey wrote about
these parking lot denizens is spot on, to
say nothing of his illustrations!

Jan Domenico, Campbell

Armchair Traveler
Every month my son gives me your
wonderful magazine to enjoy. Since I'm
unable to travel far anymore, I get to
do so with far more comfort right from

my armchair with the help of Texas

Highways. The pictures are absolutely
beautiful, and the stories about every
place we visit are so exciting. This great
state has so many places to see, and it's

a privilege to meet the people and read
about where they live and what they do.
The scenery in Texas takes one's breath

away with the beauty of it. Thank you for
helping me travel every month with the
help of Texas Highways, and right from

my comfortable armchair.

Evelyn Corbett, Evant

DECEMBER 2021 7
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hen an Army expedition. came across Las Moras Spring in 1849, they knew
they'd found an ideal scot for a military post. The spring, located about 23
miles northeast of the Rio Grande, had been a strategic water source for the
Apaches and Comanches before the U.S. Army built Fort Clark on the site in

1852 to protect the border and the wagon road to El Paso. Fort Clark also drew settlers, and
neighboring Brackettville-named for Oscar Brackett, who owned the first general store-
thrived as a frontier way station. Factors including the mechanization of the cavalry led the
Army to close Fort Clark in 1946, a blow to Brackettville's economy. Twenty-five years later,
in 1971, a developer purchased the 2,700-acre fort and transformed it into a retirement resort.
Fort Clark Springs took shape among the barracks and officers' quarters with houses, a hotel,
spring-fed swimming pool, 18-hole golf course, RV park, and nature trails. Russell Nowell
and his wife, Patti, moved to Fort Clark lE years ago from Bellville, attracted by the solitude
and proximity to nearby family. Now semiretired, Russell volunteers as president of the Fort
Clark Historical Society and curator of the Old Guardhouse Museum.

Las Moras
"Brackettville started out being called Las
Moras because of the springs named by the
early travelers here. Las moras is Spanish for
mulberries. There still are a lot of mulberries
along the creek. You can eat them."

Spring-Fed Oasis
"The water comes out of the springs into
the pool, then to Las Moras Creek. It runs
into the Rio Grande down at Quemado. The
temperature is always 68 degrees. It's open
to the public. Winter Texans just jump right
in it. There are some ladies who meet every
morning down there for water aerobics. On
holiday weekends, it'll be crowded."

From Here to San Diego
'The Kinney County Heritage Museum in
Brackettville is in the Filippone Building.
Stonemason Giovanni Filippone built it in
1885. The ground floor was a store, and the
family lived upstairs. The store was right on
the stagecoach road, where they could fleece
the traveler. This is called El Paso Street
because it's on the road to El Paso. The stage
would come through on its way to San Diego.
Unbelievable. It's just hard to fathom that.'

John Wayne Country
"When Fort Clark closed, the bottom of the
economy here fell out. That's when Happy
Shahan came up with the idea for promot-
ing movies in this area. He was the mayor of
Brackettville, and he owned land out there
where Alamo Village was built [10 miles
north of town]. John Wayne got together with
him to build it. There've been several movies

made here, the most popular one being [the
1960 Wayne film] The Alamo."

Snow Birds
"Come winter, Fort Clark will fill up with
Winter Texans from places like Minnesota,
Illinois, and Canada. They'll start coming
in late October. We really like to see them
come because we'll have lots of volun-
teers-they'll be trimming trees and paint-
ing benches, doing all kinds of things. They
don't want to just sit. It works out well."

Sleeping it Off
"The museum was the original guardhouse
built in 1874. It was the jail. The large cell
was the holding cell for when the soldiers
went over to Brackettville to the saloons
and were a bit intoxicated. They would be
sobered up for morning duty. Now, if seri-
ous charges were brought against one of
them, they'd be transferred to Fort Sam
[Houston] in San Antonio for court martial."

Black Seminole Scouts
"The scouts were descendants of the Semi-
nole Indians in Florida and runaway slaves.
The Army recruited them as scouts because
of their excellence at being trackers and
horsemen. They had land designated at
Fort Clark, called the Camp, where there
were about 23 or 24 homesteads. They lived
there from 1872 to 1914, when they were
disbanded. Every September, they usually
have upward of 200 descendants come to
Brackettville to attend the Seminole Day
Celebration. A lot of the descendants have
roots here at Fort Clark." .

TOWN
TRIVIA

POPULATION:

2,100
0
NUMBER OF
STOPLIGHTS:

YEAR FOUNDED:

1352
0
NEAREST BIG TOWN:

Del Rio, 30 miles west

0
MARQUEE EVENTS:

Frontier Christmas,
Dec. 4;
Fort Clark Days, first
weekend in March;
Seminole Days
Celebration, annually
ih September

0
MAP IT:

Fort Clark Old
Guardhouse Museum,
152 McClernand Road
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OPEN ROAD ESSAY

Out of the Woods
A lize-altering diagnosis sends a family in search of a place to call home

By May Cobb

When our son, Johnny, turned 10 months old on Mother's
Day, he babbled his first words to us: "Mama-mama-
mama:" It was the most exquisite Mother's Day gift ever.

But soon after that, silence. No words. His pediatri-
cian had detected fluid in both ears, and we theorized
that might be the cause. Because surely-I hoped as I lay
awake in the middle of the night, my thoughts boiling like
a disturbed ant bed-it was ornly a speech delay and not
an indicator of something more serious

Months later, though, still no speech. And there we-e
other red flags. Not a total lack of eye ccntact but nothing
sustained either. An interest ir watching the ceiling fan
whir. Not waving when someone waved to him.

I remembered once driving from our one-story tract
home in East Austin down Burleson Road through 1he
industrial district to take Johnny to preschool and seeing

a billboard for the organization Autism Speaks. On it, a giant puzzle piece
and a call for parents to look for symptoms. My stomach clenched, though
I'd been reassured by his doctor, and by others I trusted, that he was far
too young for such a diagnosis.

Finally, at his 15-month well-check, I pressed his pediatrician: Do you
think he's autistic? Her normally calm manner turned distressed.

"It's too early to say for sure, but at this point," she said, her face turning
the faintest shade of scarlet, "I'm not comfortable with taking a wait-and-
see approach."

She wanted him to begin speech and occupational therapy, but we
were on a tight budget. My husband, Chuck, was a full-time server at
Salt Lick BBQ, and I hadn't returned to work since my pregnancy, stay-
ing home with Johnny and trying to forge a path as a writer. His doctor
suggested Early Childhood Intervention, a state program that sends
therapists out to your house to work with your kid.

Before she retired, my mother had been the director of ECI in Longview,
and I had much admiration and respect for the crganization. So, for
months, therapists would drift in and out of our home, helping Johnny
with gross and fine motor skills, and also speech. I would press each one:
Do you think he's autistic? Finally, one of them replied, "Would you feel
better if you knew he was?"

I think I would have, but I was also leery of attaching a lifelong label to
Johnny when I still had hope it was something else.

Not long after Johnny's second birthday, in the scorching summer of
2014, Chuck and I itched to leave Austin. After nearly 20 years, we wanted
to move back to Longview, where we both grew up in East Texas.

Perhaps being around family, we reasoned, mght help our child blos-
som in the language department as well as offer as more support. Maybe
all Johnny needed was to be surrounded by familiar, loving faces to
promote speech and social skills.

Illustration: Michael Crampton
DECEMBER 2021 13
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But there was something else nagging at

us. Something we were growingly increas-

ingly concerned we wouldn't be able to

give Johnny if we stayed in Austin: a free-

range childhood that mirrored our own.

We bought our house and postage-

stamp-size yard in 2008 and watched as

new Austin sprung up all around us. Each

day brought more cranes, more incoming

U-Hauls, and, with a toddler in tow, more

pressure to keep our existence afloat in a

rapidly swelling city.

The parks that had once felt verdant and

lush had now yellowed from the recent

drought and teemed with tight crowds. We

grew wary of the harried packs of parents

hovering over their young children on the

playground.

I started to yearn for the expansive

freedom of my childhood in East Texas.

I thirsted, I realized, for Johnny to expe-

rience a taste of my own untethered

youth, as well as the anti-helicopter style

of parenting that my own parents had

employed in the late '70s.

Summers spent swimming with my

sisters off the dock at the wooded lake

while my mother and father relaxed up

on the grassy hill in a hammock. Us riding

our bikes-unattended by adults-through

the tangle of streets in our neighbor-

hood, our calves muddied by the red-clay

creekbeds we used to wade through. My

best friend and I riding in a flat-bottom

boat through marshy Caddo Lake as

10-year-olds, checking trotlines in the

middle of the night. Me, at 5, packing

blood bait on the sharp edge of my fishing

hook at my grandparents' small, stocked

catfish pond, while later running free in

their horse pasture as my grandmother

stood in her galley kitchen breading and

frying my catch in her cast-iron skillet

until the skins of the catfish crisped into a

golden shimmer.

None of this seemed possible in Austin,

the city I had grown obsessed with and

lovingly called home since I first came to

college at the University of Texas in 1996.

The lush, hauntingly beautiful Piney

Woods of my childhood were calling me.

The deeply forested zone of Texas, with
its velvet-smooth floor of slick red clay

and turrets of pine trees that snuff out the

sunlight and shed cones the size of large

fists, was grabbing me.

Chuck was also feeling the tug, the siren

call of home. On a recent visit back, we'd

swum in his brother's pool and watched in

longing as his kids roamed their neighbor-

hood, free to come and go as they wanted.

We pined for the soles of Johnny's feet to

be blackened from running the streets

alongside his cousins, to taste the freedom

Christmas
in the Park
Driving Tour

40 
Cuero 

City 
Park

Over 300 lighted displays
Nov. 22nd New Year's Day 610 pm
Free Admission • Donations Accepted

*Christmas in Downtown
Ice Skating on Main, Petting Zoo,

Horse Carriage Rides, Reindeer, Holiday Photo Ops,
Christmas Market, Food Trucks, Boutique Shopping

& More!
Zn Weekend in D mber

GuERO
shop play stay

www.Cuero.org • 361-275-2112
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that a small town could uniquely give.
We craved what Sara Zaske wrote

about in her book Achtung Baby: An
American Mom on the German Art of
Raising Self-Reliant Children,whichwas a
much more relaxed style of parenting that
would allow Johnny to be independent.

And most of my side of the family
was still there, too. My parents, who had
divorced, each have their own place. My
mother promised to transform her back
patio into a preschool playground and my
father has an expansive backyard like a
park, complete with a swingset he built
from a T-bar. Also, my older sister and her
husband and their kids live in a log cabin
out on the wooded lake of our childhood,
Lake Cherokee, just 20 minutes from
Longview. Everyone got something out of
the deal.

On State Highway 31, along the route from
Austin to Longview, there's a shifting point,
an invisible veil that one traverses where
you're between Central and East Texas.

For me, that moment is avery specific
point on the road, where the dove-gray
highway curls upward and crests a hill
near Hubbard, and the landscape begins
to shed itself of craggy scrub oaks and
mesquite, giving way to ancient sweet-
gum trees and ropes of wild muscadine
vines that strangle weathered fences. The
atmosphere itself begins to change-the
arid climate dissolving into an air so
humid, dank, and fragrant that it sticks to
your clothes.

That's the point at which, in the fall
of 2014, the knot in my chest began to
loosen. We were heading home.

We moved into a modest house a mile
from my mother. For the first year, being
back felt like stepping into a warm bath:
calming, relaxing, soothing. Our neigh-
borhoods were connected by Cargill
Long Park Trail, a 3-mile walking path
through a towering pine forest. I had
spent summer days of my teenage years
taking this same route to friends' homes.
The blacktop path curves over rolling hills
and wooden footbridges across gurgling,
moss-covered creeks. I could buckle

{E: a

r
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Johnny in his stroller and in 20 minutes

arrive at my mom's front door without

having to dodge the bike and jogger traffic

of Lady Bird Lake in Austin.

We exhaled. Life was simpler, cheaper,

and richer with our family around. We

enrolled Johnny in a nearby preschool a

few mornings a week and settled into a

quiet new routine.

My mom kept Johnny on Wednesdays

so I could focus on writing my first novel.

She also swung by some afternoons and

took him to gymnastics class. When

winter arrived, she got him enrolled

in horseback riding at a hippotherapy

center.

On odd days, I would drop him off at

my father's house. This allowed me to run

errands while Johnny rambled around

the perimeter of my father's sprawling

back lawn, which he loved. Being able to

explore in nature has always soothed him.

There were 45-minute drives north

with cousins to the town of Daingerfield,

where we'd spend all morning pluck-

ing blueberries in a field the color of

jade stone at Greer Farm, a pick-your-

own-fruit place featuring a restored

19th-century farmhouse and private

cooking classes.

There were outings in my sister's ski

boat, Johnny tucked in my lap as we raced

across the choppy waters of Lake Chero-

kee, his strawberry-blonde hair whipping

in the wind.

Hope bloomed in my chest. I could

visualize Johnny's future spreading out in

front of us as effortlessly as maple syrup.

He was a star on the balance beam

in gymnastics; loved riding his horse,

Champ; and most importantly, came to

know the faces of loved ones. I could see

him thriving in East Texas, and perhaps

one day being independent enough to

ride a bike to my mom's or go hiking in

the woods with his cousins.

He was also progressing in therapy,
but he was still nonverbal. We decided to

get him on a six-month waiting list to be

evaluated for autism at a center in San

Antonio. Call it mother's intuition.

After a year of living back home, some-

thing shifted. Johnny began having

tantrums.
A friend dismissed this as him being a

"three-nager," but I was skeptical. One day

while I was shopping with him at Target, he

became so agitated that I couldn't physi-

cally get him back in the seat of the shop-

ping cart. Awoman nearby rushed over and

helped me coax Johnny back into the seat.

"My son is autistic," she said, patting

me on the shoulder. "He's 16 now, but I

remember these moments."

DALLAS ARBORETUM

Holiday at
the Arboretum

Presented by reliant

TheMostBeautifud
Holiday Experience

Through December 31

Open Daily and Most Evenings

Dallas' Favorite Holiday Tradition returns with
The 12 Days of Christmas, the acclaimed European

style Christmas Village and the holiday display in the
historic DeGolyer House. The newly added 50-foot

Dazzling Musical Tree will fill Martin Rutchik Concert
Stage with music and light, along with another

1 million lights throughout the garden.

DallasArboretum.org
8525 Garland Road • Dallas, Texas 75218 • 214-515-6615

The Dallas Arboretum is a non-profit organization
supported, in part, by funds from Dallas Park & Recreation.
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Hope bloomed in
my chest. I could

visualize Johnny's future
spreading out in front

of us as effortlessly
as maple syrup.

Then the calls started coming from his
preschool. At first, they were minor calls
to come and pick him up early. He was
fussy, they told us, and wouldn't calm
down enough on his plastic mat to settle
into a nap.

Then the calls became frequent, more
urgent. Johnny had begun to tantrum in
the classroom. First, they were only minor
meltdowns like any other kid might have,
but then they became more intense.

Finally, his teacher, who had been so
very wonderful and patient with him,
called a meeting with Chuck and me and
the director of the preschool.

"I don't think we can serve him
anymore," his teacher said, tears wobbling
in her eyes.

"But why not?" I asked, not wanting
to hear the news that I would have to
find him a new school when everything
seemed to be going sowell.

"I think he needs to be somewhere
that's specialized inwhat's going onwith
him." Her voice was thin and reedy, and
I could tell she was handling this with as
much delicacy as she could.

It was ablow that would later turn into
ablessing.

The intensity of the tantrums steadily
escalated. Thrashing on the floor when he
was upset, striking his head against the
hardwoods. It became increasingly chal-
lenging for one person to handle him on
their own.

So that Chuck could continue working
and I could continue writing, my mom
volunteered to keep Johnny a few days a
week at her house. She'd fill up the pair
of blue plastic kiddie pools on her back
patio, stock them with water toys, and let
him soak in the water while playing with
the garden hose.

continued on Page 86

Honoring
Our Heroes

RATED
#1
Trip
visor

The heroes of WWII were ordinary people
who did the extraordinary.

As we observe the 80th anrive sary of the Pearl Harbor attack,
we honor all 16 million Americans who served ii WWII.

On December 7, 1941, as Texan Dor s Miller went a:)out his duties below
decks, the unthinkable occurred - his ship was attacked.

Without training and without hesita-ion, he manned an anti-aircraft gun
to defend the ship and stayed behind to help evacuate sailors

as the ship was abandoned, saving many lives.

Visit usin person and online - there's so much to see!

NATIONAL MUSEUM

RACIFICWAR
O Smithsonian

Afiliate

311 E Austin Street Fredericksburg, Texas PacificWarMuseum.org
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When it's time to feed his family of elves, Santa heads to

Brenham, an authentic hometown full of warm smiles and

awarding winning barbeque joints!

Conveniently located halfway

between Houston and Austin ...

and the North Pole!

TWO of Texas Monthly's 'Best

BBQ Joints in Texas' are in our

town ... and eight more local Pit

Masters are working hard to join

them on that list!

BURTQN

CHAPPELLGHILL BRENIE

Between helpings of famous sausage, savory ribs, smoked

chicken and juicy brisket ... don't miss the annual favorite

&4utn" /tde/

December 4

Come for a visit and we guarantee
we'll send you home full of delicious

BBQ and the holiday spirit!
See you soon!

INDEPENDENCE

WASHINGTON

For a free Visitor Guide or more information, contact us atVisitBrenhamTexas.com 1979.337.7580 0
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The Heart of the
Segundo Bario

A new historical designation advances restoration
efforts at El Paso's Sacred Heart Church

By Robertolose Andrade Franco

SACRED HEART
CHURCH

602 S. Oregon St.,
El Paso.

915-532-5447;
sacredheart
elpasoorg
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Inside Sacred Heart Church in
El Paso's Segundo Barrio, the
Rev. Rafael Garcia, SJ, hands out
face masks in preparation for a

colleague's speech on the significance of
the historic grounds we're about to tour.
It's a cloudy morning in July, and there
are about 80 people here. They wear
yoga pants, sweats, and shorts; comfort-
able shoes; hats and sunglasses. Some
have cameras hanging from their necks.
Others smell of sunscreen. All are ready
to partake in the Segundo Barrio's first
architectural walking tour, led by Max
Grossman, who holds a doctorate in art
history from Columbia University and is
an assistant professor of art history at the
University of Texas at El Paso.

"Sacred Heart Church is the most
important, historic, and iconic building in
the Segundo Barrio," Grossman says a few
moments after the church bell rings nine
times. "It's symbolically important for the
poor and underprivileged-it's a symbol of
hope." As he talks, a woman sitting in the
third row fans herself with a piece of paper
she's folded over twice. She briefly pulls
down her face mask to wipe the sweat
from around her nose and upper lip.

Grossman continues with a quick
history of the Segundo Barrio, or Second
Ward. He explains how the city of El Paso
has often neglected the working-class
Mexican neighborhood sandwiched
between downtown and the Rio Grande.
How in the 1910s the city tried to destroy
many adobe homes in the Segundo Bar-
rio, claiming them unhygienic. How after
World War II, the neighborhood further
deteriorated. Despite these "historic
injustices," he is able to end his talk on a
positive note, declaring the Segundo Bar-
rio on track to earn status as a national
historic district. He is optimistic this will
transform the neighborhood and help
make up for the past.

Following unanimous approval by the
Texas Historical Commission this spring,
the Segundo Barrio National Register
Historic District is expected to become
official by the end of November after final
approval from the National Park Service.
The designation comes with tax credits

Grossman and Garcia hope will spur
building and apartment owners to restore
neighborhood structures that are falling
apart. Part of the money will go to Restore
Sacred Heart Church, a committee formed
in 2020 to rehabilitate three buildings
collectively known as Sacred Heart Parish.
In addition to the current church-opened
in 1923 and replacing the original church
built in 1893-the parish includes the
Sacred Heart School, opened the same
year as the original church, and the Jesuit
residence, added in 1898. Grossman and
Garcia, who co-chair the committee,
explain that all money raised from today's
walking tour-there was a second tour in
late October, with more planned for the
future-will go toward restoration efforts.

By extending the life of Sacred Heart,
perhaps the Segundo Barrio's soul can
survive. The neighborhood and the
church have grown interconnectedly. To
help one is to help the other.

Felipe Peralta and his family moved
to the Segundo Barrio from the Mexican
state of Zacatecas around 1958. It didn't
take long to realize Sacred Heart's impor-
tance. As a teenager, Peralta practically
worked there, organizing sports through
the church for youth back when they had
to stay cautious of which streets they
walked through since neighborhoods
within the Segundo Barrio had gangs.

"Instead of fighting with each other, we
gave them an opportunity to play sports,"
Peralta remembers. "We would ride
around in a pickup truck, go to different
neighborhoods, pick them up."

Some places Peralta drove through
no longer exist the way they once did.
Alamo Elementary School, which Peralta
attended, is there physically but has
been closed since 2007. Outright gone is
Peralta's childhood neighborhood, Rio
Linda, which once stood on the northern
banks of the Rio Grande. As part of the
1964 Chamizal Treaty, Peralta's home was
among the 630 acres the United States
returned to Mexico to settle a land dispute,
which arose when the river flooded in
1864. The flood shifted the border between
Texas and Mexico. When that centurylong
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ADayin the
Neighborhood
Explore the history of the

Segundo Barrio via
these buildings.

Col6n Theater
Once one of the most important
Mexican theaters in the south-
western United States, it is the

only art-deco building in the
Segundo Barrio. 507 S. El Paso St.

Teresa Urrea Residence
Folk saint Teresa Urrea lived in

the Segundo Barrio while in exile
from the Mexican government,

which charged her with inspiring
rebellion. She survived multiple
assassination attempts while
living here. 500 S. Oregon St.

Pablo Baray Apartments
Located across the street
from Sacred Heart Church,

the site is where exiled writer

Mariano Azuelo completed and

published The Underdogs. It

remains one of the most influ-

ential novels about the Mexican
Revolution. 609 S. Oregon St.

Book walking tours of the
Segundo Barrio through The

Trost Society, trostsociety.org.

- -J

land dispute got settled, neighborhoods
like Rio Linda disappeared d.

Despite losing his home, Peralta :on-
tinued attending Sacred Heart for special

occasions-baptisms, marriages, funer-

als-while performing volunteer work

around the Segundo Barrio. Eventually,
Grossman and Garcia enlisted him to join

Restore Sacred Heart Church. Because

maybe better than anyone else, Petalta
kncws the hurt of losing a community

"There's always a fear and threat of

what can happen to the oarrio," Gar-
cia says a few days before the walk-
ing tour. Like Peralta, Grossman, and
24 other members of Restore Sacred
Heart Church, he worries that even if
the Segundo Barrio remains in name, its

essence will vanish. That more homes
will get destroyed and replaced wiih "a

Starbucks or a Gap store or whatever,"

Garcia says. "The barrio needs help."
The church restoration will take three

to five years, at a cost of $6 million to
$7 million. With the money, the bri:k-
work, crumbling in some spots from a
century's worth cf wind sun, snow, and
rain, will finally be repaired. The spire and

bel. tower, too. Bathrooms will become
handicap accessible. Floors will get

replaced-aid since they have asbestos,
it will cos: extra. A pipe burst this past

winter, sc plumbing also needs upgraded.
Installing a new air conditioner is a priority

because rising summer temperatures have

made the church's evaporative cooling

system sc useless that even while sitting

inside du-ing a cool, cloudy morning,
doing little else besides lister.ing, one can't

help but sweat.
As mcney is raised, repairs will happen

in phases. Garcia, who has ar infec-
tious high-pitched laugh, jokes that if leff
Bezos dornaies all the money, the church's
resto-atic n will happen a lot quicker. But

tl-e reality is that apart from grants-in
late October, the National Furid for Sacred
P:aces awarded the church a $250,000
grant for restoration-Sacred Heartwill get

rebuilt in much the same way the church
funded its construction in 1923. According

tc a December 1929 ElPaso Heraid article:
"Weekly collectionss were chiefly repre-
sented in nickels and pennies."

During the walking tour, Grossman-
who wears .a cowboy hat that cas-s a

shadow to his chin-points at murals that
tell part of tie Segundo Barr'o's history.
There's one of the Rev. Harold Rahm, a

22 texashighways.com
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priest who rode his bicycle around the
reighbo-hood. He's the same priest who
hired a teenage Peralta to work with the
batrio-s youth. That decision helped forge
Peralta's path leading him to earn a doc-
torate in social work from the University
cf Texas at Arlington. "I like to think of the
term, 'It -akes avillage,"' says Peralta, who
continues to work in the neighborhood.
"In my case it was the Segundo Barrio that
made !t all possible for me."

As the tour group walks at a leisurely
pace from one place to the next, Gar-
cia often stays behind. He stops to talk
with residents who reach their hands
out toward hin. "There's still a sense of
neightcorhcod. People know each other,
sit down to talk with each other. It would
be a-eal travesty to destroy that," Garcia
says. "Bildngs need improvement,
pecple shoud be uplifted, slumlords
need to be held accountable."

Grossman points at old buildings

he loves as the tour continues. He
incicates the general direction where
other Buildings once stood: hotels,
theaters, brothels saloons, opium dens
He identifies a corner lot just outside the
bouncaries of the Segundo Barrio. There,
Grossman says, the remains of Juan Marfa
Ponce de Ledn's adobe house are 15 feet
beneath the surface. In 1827, Spain gave
Ponce de Leon a land grant on the north-
ern banks of the Rio Grande. That -and
becarae El Pas o. And part of Ponce de
Ledn'_ home was buried when the
Ric Grande flc oded.

But no matter which buildings Gross-
man points to or what history he shares,
it all returns to the church. It's still the
reason people are here on this Saturday
morn.ng. It's whe-e the tour begins and
ends. `Restoring Sacred Heart Church,'
Grossman says, "is a very beautiful, posi-
tive p-oject that I think everybody can
get behind." L
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Bad to
the Bones
The world's only full Alamosaurus skeleton

dominates at Dallas' Perot Museum

By Asher Elbein

Alamosaurus strode like a moving mountain

across the fern-carpeted floodplains of the Big

Bend. Among the last of the non-bird dino-

saurs to live in North America, this titan may
also have been the largest on the continent, at 100 feet

long and weighing 50 tons. The first fossilized Alamosau-

rus bones were discovered in New Mexico in 1921, but in

the ensuing century most of its fossil remains have been

found in Texas. Today, the world's only skeletal mount of

the dinosaur stands proudly at Dallas' Perot Museum of

Nature and Science. "The Big Bend country has produced

more Alamosaurus bones than anywhere else," says Ron

Tykoski, director of paleontology at the museum.

While most dinosaurs in Texas are known from scraps

of bones, the reconstructed Alamosaurus model is

represented by hefty chunks from three individuals. This

includes a specimen from the University of Texas that

contains much of the body, from the base of the neck to

the first little bit of tail, and an almost complete neck that

was discovered in the Big Bend in 1999. About the only

portion of the body that's never been found is the head

(and first three vertebrae), which isn't unusual: The small

heads of long-necked dinosaurs rarely fossilize well. The

one at the Perot Museum represents an educated guess.

A herd of Alamosaurus dinosaurs would have been

quite a sight, Tykoski says. Modern elephants are a major

force on the landscape, knocking over trees and digging

wells. A herd of adult Alamosaurus dinosaurs would have

been capable of completely reshaping local ecosystems

and powerful enough to make even its contemporary,
Tyrannosaurus, steer clear. But, as Tykoski cheerfully

notes, that wouldn't make for avery exciting display. The

reconstructed Alamosaurus in the Perot Museum is a

hulking skeleton that towers over delighted visitors-and

the Tyrannosaurus unwisely nips at its flanks. "We wanted

something awe-inspiring that nobody else has," Tykoski

says. "It's a great way to introduce people to a Texas

native from almost 70 million years ago." For more infor-

mation, visit perotmuseum.org. L

Cr
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Historyin the Marldng
Official historical markers explore the tales of Texas past

By lulialones

Though Texas is less than 200 years old, it's full of fascinating history, with many sto-

ries yet to be told. Thanks to the Texas Historical Commission (THC), the state's diverse

and sometimes overlooked past is gaining recognition.

The state agency dedicated to the preservation of historic sites has been working to

expand the stories that are told on roadside markers. The Undertold program, started in

2006, promotes the making of markers on historically underrepresented subjects.

"The ones that cover ground we haven't covered before score better [on our internal

review]," says Bob Brinkman, the coordinator of the Historical Markers Program. Mark-

ers only cover events that happened 30 or more years prior to the application, and they

don't list living people. "There are plenty of things that seem significant right now, but

the story's not done," Brinkman says.

THC has granted more than 16,000 historical markers to sites around Texas since

1936. These range from the famous-battlefields like the Alamo (No. 13324)-to the less

expected-near the site where the remains of the "Leanderthal Lady," who is said to

have died 10,000-13,000 years ago, were discovered in Leander in 1982 (No. 9260). The

familiar signs feature a black background and polished silver text, topped with a draw-

ing of the 1936 markers placed for Texas' centennial celebration.

The commission is set to release a mobile app in spring 2022 that will allow travelers

to learn which historical markers are near them while on the go. In the meantime, the

commission keeps a searchable online database, called the Atlas, of all historical mark-

ers in the state. Search by name, county, city, keyword, or marker number. If you're in

a hurry and can't read a marker, or if you want to find out more information on a site,

write down the number and look it up later. atlas.thc.texas.gov
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Sign
Stealing
A dozen or so historical
markers are reported

missing each year, according
to Brinkman. "People steal

them sometimes because
it's the same name as their

family name, or it's Lucken-
bach, which has been stolen
severaltimes," he says. Folks

have reported finding histori-
cal markers that have been

missing for many years, often
in a friend or family member's

possession. T HC grants
amnesty to anyone who

brings forward a missing his-

torical marker, so those who

have one can leave it at their

county courthouse or drop it

off with their local historical

commission, no questions
asked. "[The markers] don't

belong to any individual
person; they belong to all of

us," Brinkman says.
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The 1968 San Antonio HemisFair was the first officially
designated international exposition in the SoutLwest-
ern U.S., bringing 6.3 million people from more than
30 countries to the Alamo City from April to Oc:oier.
Then-governor John Conna:ly-whose Houston home
is now designated with historical marker No. 17100-
wanted to showcase Texas for the ou--of-towners. He
helped design the markers and enlisted the Texas His-
torical Commission to write a few sentences on n-ost

every Texas town-totaling hundreds-which were then
posted atop large poles in each locale. Many of these

markers remain on display in their original
locations in rural areas across the state.

ApplyYourself
The Texas Historical Commission accepts historical marker ap-
plications each spring. The next application period is from March
1 to May 16. Here's a primer on how to apply.

1. Contact your county historical commission. Members of the
commission can assist with research and often have information
to add-and they are the ones who submit the application.

2. Do your research. Historical markers require a five- to 10-page
research paper on the site, as well as permission from the own-
ers of the land where the marker is to be placed.

3. The county historical commission submits the application by
May 16. (The deadline for the Undertold program is Nov. 15.)

4. THC reviews and scores the applications and decides which
markers will move on to the inscription stage.

5. The marker is minted at an Indiana foundry and installed sev-
eral months after the initial application deadline.

The annual Real Places conference, hosted by the Friends of
the Texas Historical Commission and held in Austin Feb. 2-4,
features presentations and networking for those interested in
historical preservation. Representatives from the Historical
Markers Program are present to answer any questions regarding
the application process and other marker-related inquiries.
thcfriends.org/realplaces

Rewriting

History
Accidents happen, and some
are even minted onto per-
manent signs. The Texas His-
torical Commission has a few
methods to resolve inaccu-
racies and misspellings on
state historical markers. Minor

errors can be corrected di-
rectly on the marker. For

slightly longer errors, an ad-
ditional plaque is added to
the bottom of the marker ex-

plaining and correcting the
inaccuracy. If it's a glaring,
unfixable problem, the entire
marker is replaced.

Photo: Brandon Jakobelt (left)
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Merry, Very
This North Texas town shines during
the Christmas season

By Cynthia J. Drake

Fort Worth International AirporT, Grapevine is knownSituated a 10-minute 
TEXRail 

train ride from the Dallas/

for its resorts and conference ce iters, charming down-

town area filled with wineries, aid sheer enthusiasm for

Christmas. In 2009, the Texas Senate honored Grapevine's festive

spirit by designating it the "Christmas Cap tal of Texas" on account

of its more than 1,000 annual holiday events. Grapevine still lives

up to its reputation of seasonal merriment 12 years later, but the

town also offers diverse diversions to enjoy year-round.

Photo: Courtesy Grapevine CVB2S texashighways.com
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1 / GRAPEVINE VINTAGE

RAILROAD Chug on over

to the "North Pole" via the

Grapevine Vintage Rail-

road. Take in the spirit of the

holiday with a pajama-clad

hourlong train ride with Mrs.

Claus, or book an adults-

only two-hour journey on

the Christmas Wine Train.

51 TEXAS STAR DINNER

THEATER The cast at this

theater performs hilarious

whodunits while guests

enjoy a three-course meal

and solve a murder mys-

tery. Performances of

A Cold Hearted Christ-
mas run Friday and Sat-

urlay nights from Nov. 19

th-ough Dec. 26.

21 VETRO GLASSBLOWING

STUDIO AND GALLERY

Create you- own wine glasses,

bowls, cr c-naments during a

class at the studio. The hands-

on experience of firing and

sculpting your own glass cre-

ations brings out your artis-

tic side anc equips you with a

new ski L.

6 1 HOTEL VIN Located near

the Grapevine Vintage Rail-

rcad, this luxe, 120-room

lodging is attached to Har-

vest Ha~l fcod court. The
hotel's restaurant, Bac-

chus Kitchen + Bar, offers

wine tastirgs that comple-
n-ent fami.y-style dishes like

ricotta -avioli and the 18-

oince rib-eye steak.

o
3 I HARVEST HALL This food

hall sets a romantic tone

with its Grand Central

Terminal-inspired design
and live music. Sample a va-

riety of cuisines at different

food stalls including Arepa

TX, which offers sandwiches

made with the Latin Ameri-

can corn-based bread.

7! HOUSE OF SHINE

Claudia Beeny, who spent her

career in education, opened

her interactive self-discovery

museum "dedicated to the

study of you" in 2020. The
cheery yellow space has ex-

hibits to help guests find their

strengths and interests, while

monthly events offer guidance

on topics like journaling.

4! GAYLORD TEXAN

This resort is an ideal stay

for families. The atrium hosts
replicas of the Alamo and
River Walk, and becomes
more magical during winter

with programming like "Merry

8 Light," a walk-through at-

traction with more than

400,000 glittering lights.

8 / SEA LIFE AQUARIUM

Though Grapevine is not

close to an ocean, you can

still learn about sea crea-
tures at this locale, which

features a 360-degree sea

tunnel. During Christmas, the

Scuba Diving Santa invites

children to make wishes

while he checks his list in-

side the aquarium tank. .

Photos: Tiffany Hofeldt30 texashighways.com
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A Victorian
Christmas

Nash Farm takes visitors

back to the 19th century
in its 1869 farmhouse and
barn that houses chickens,
sheep, and turkeys. Visitors
can join the festivities every

day in December to bake and
sample historically accurate

cookie recipes and make
crafts and decorations to
take home. "Nash Farm is
a great way to step back to
an old-fashioned Christmas

experience-lots of fun
and festivities for people to

experience, and they can get
a little history education,"

says Cody Jolliff, Grape-
vine's manager of heritage
museums and education

programs. "We try to make
everything as hands-on as
possible." grapevinetexas

usa.com/nash-farm

The Vineyards
Campground & Cabins

On the shores of Grapevine Lake,
this campground features spacious

spots for RVs and includes amenities
such as kayak and bicycle rentals, a
fishing pier, and nature trails. Main
Street is less than 2 miles away. 1501
N. Dooley St., Grapevine. 888-329-
8993; vineyardscampground.com
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VISITORS TO STEP INTO THE PAST

Photo: Courtesy Camp Rio Vista (left) Kenny Braun (right)
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Texas is a relatively young state.
In 1836, when the first wave of
settlers gained independence

from Mexico and established the
Republic of Texas, America's East
Coast colonies had already been

populated for more than 200
years. Texas was forced to grow
up quickly as it faced countless
challenges-from the Civil War
of the 1860s, to the Great Depres-
sion and Dust Bowl of the 1930s,
to the more recent trials of the

COVID-19 pandemic and Winter
Storm Uri. But Texans have stood
strong, proving both adaptable
and innovative. As we reflect on
Texas' resilience, we're shining
a spotlight on locales that have

been around for at least 100
years, such as Pig Stand in San

Antonio, America's first drive-in
restaurant chain; and the Majes-

tic Theatre in Dallas, which
played host to jazz great Duke
Ellington. These places aren't
relegated to black-and-white

photos or historical markers-
they're still open and operating
today. Visiting these century-

club institutions inspires
appreciation for Texas' past and
the people who preserve these

treasures for Texas' future.
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The Majestic Theatre
Over the last 100 years, the Majestic Theatre has hosted

performances by Harry Houdini, Duke Ellington, Cab

Calloway Conan 0 Brien, and the Moscow Ballet. While

businesses have come and gone in downtown Dallas, "the

Majestic has been there all along," says Jennifer Scripps,

director ct :he Office of Arts .and Culture Dallas, the orga-

nizalion that runs the theater.

Karl Hoblitzelle opened tl-e opulent 1,700-seat theater

on April 1-, 1921, as the flagship for his Interstate Theatre

company, a chain showcasir.g vaudeville acts and silent

films. The marble floors, gliitering chandeliers, red vel-

vet seats, and air conditioning (a luxury for most Texans

at the time' attracted white-gloved visitors for decades. It

34 texashighways.com
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later became a "movie palace" that showed some of Hol-
lywood's biggest films, like Jchn Wayne's Hatari! and The
Great Escape with Steve McQueen.

"The Majestic exemplifies where Dallas came from and
where it is today," Scripps says. As neighborhood movie
theaters became more common, and downtown's once-
bustling theater scene went dark, the Majestic closed its
doors in1973 after ashowing of the James Bond film Live and
Let Die. In 1976, The Hoblitzelle Foundation gifted the the-
ater to the city of Dallas, with the caveat that it would restore
the historic venue. The marquee lit up again in 1983, when
the doors reopened for a gala headlined by Liza Minnelli.
The Dallas Black Dance Theatre became the first resident
company at the theater in 1984, and has performed there
more than 500 times. Many centennial performances and

celebrations were postponed last spring, but the theater plans to celebrate
its arniversary throughout 2022 with events and ccncerts. -Dina Gachman
1925 Elm St., Dallas. 214-670-3687; majestic.dailasculture.org

The early months of the COVID-19 pandemic prc mpted many Houstonians
to rediscover Hermann Park, the crown jewel of the city's park system. The
445-acre public space, which borders the Museum District, the Texas Medi-
cal Center, and Rice University, provided an outdoor refuge in the middle of
America's fourth largest city. "Everybodywas so stressed, so people appre-
ciated the chance to stroll someplace that was beautiful and calm, where
it was safe to let their kids run around," says Doreen Stoller, president of
the Fermann Park Conservancy, a nonprofit dedicated to improving the
park. "We got so many thank-you notes fromvisitors."

The park was founded in 1914, with a gift of lani to the city of Houston
by real estate investor and industrialist George H. Hermann. Designed by
landscape architects Hare and Hare, the park took shape in phases-it
now :ncludes a zoo, an 18-hole golf course, a-1 outdoor amphitheater,
a Japanese garden, an artificial lake, and a miriature train that remains
the hottest ticket in town for children. The conservancy is always adding
new features, with plans currently underway for a dog park and a newly
landscaped entrance from the medical center. As one of the oldest public

Photos: Sean Fitzgerald (left)h Nathan Lindst-om (right); Courtesy DeGolyer Library. Southern Methodist University (inset)
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parks in Texas enters its second century, the verdant oasis

remains at the heart of Houston's civic life. -Michael Hardy

6001 Fannin St., Houston.832-395-7100; hermannpark.org

Old Spanish Trail
Resl int
Though Brackettville's Alamo replica from John Wayne's

1960 film The Alamo is crumbling into ruins, the spirit of

the Duke lives on at Old Spanish Trail Restaurant two hours

east of Brackettville in downtown Bandera.

A trophy elk presides over a bar lined with saddle stools

in O.S.T.'s older half-a former grocery that opened in 1921.

(Though O.S.T. resembles a saloon, to imbibe you must

BYOB.) Later, the owners expanded into the former horse

corral next door, parked a chuckwagon along one wall to

serve as a buffet and salad bar, and festooned the walls with

posters chronicling Wayne's long career, focusing, naturally,

on the Westerns, and of course The Alamo.

Fare here is down-home Texas-style grub done to

perfection and served with a smile. As befits the world's

Cowboy Capital, the beef dishes-chicken-fried steak,

burgers and patty melts, and cheese enchiladas bathed in

house-made chili-rule. Try to save room for owner Gwen

Janes' chocolate fudge cake or blueberry buttermilk pie-

it's "what dreams are made of," the menu aptly proclaims.

"I have seen many restaurants come and go trying to be

the next best thing, but I have found that staying the course

and changing up our menu a little is what keeps custom-

ers coming back," Janes says. "Being good to my employees

is why some have been here for 20 and 30 years. They do

become apart of your family."
After 43 years at the helm, lanes is selling the restaurant.

One bite of those enchiladas, and you might be inspired

to buy this shrine to Western dining. -John Nova Lomax

311 Main St., Bandera. 830-796-3836; ostbandera.com

t

LocatedalmostexactlyhalfwaybetweenHoustonandAustin,onState High-

way 71in Ellinger, Hruska's is one of the state's most beloved highway stops.

Here, weary travelers can fill their fuel tanks, empty their bladders, do s>me
shopping, and even sit down for a hamburger at one of the half-dozen dining

tables. But the family-owned store is best known for its house-made Czech

pastries-both kolaches (filled with fruit, cream cl-eese, and/or poppy seed)

and klobasniky (filled with sausage, cheese, and or jalapenos). The kola:hes

alone come in 16 varieties, many of which sell out by early afternoon.

The F.J. Hruska General Merchandise Store opened on Main Street

in downtown Ellinger in 1912, with owner Frank J. Hruska selling every-

thing from groceries to furniture; he even provided local ambulance and

undertaking services. In 1952, Frank's son and daughter-in-law opened

a separate service station on SH 71, eventually consolidating the ser-

vice station and general store into the Hruska's of today. The kolaches

were introduced in 1962 by local Czech baker Adolphine Krenek. who

made the pastries from her own recipe, which Hruska's still uses. -MH

109 W SH 71, Ellinger. 979-378-2333; hruskas- bckery.com
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It's hard to miss the pink pig sign high atop a mint-and-
fuchsia pole, rising high over Broadway, in the shadows of
downtown San Antonio. And the old-school coffee shop
script in neon over the front door proves irresistible, too.
Both promise a trip to yesteryear, as the Pig Stand-Ameri-
ca's first drive-in restaurant chain-seems little changed in
many decades.

The Pig Stand chain'slast remaininglocation in SanAnto-
nio was one of dozens opened quickly after the original
restaurant debuted in Dallas in 1921, serving sandwiches,
breakfast, and burgers. Best of all, this Pig Stand-out of the
130 that once stood from coast to coast-also delivers food
and mood from a bygone era. The car-hop service was
terminated decades ago, butguestsnostalgic foradifferent
time can find comfort in the red vinyl booths that feature
individual mini-jukeboxes with tunes by Johnny Cash,
Elvis Presley, Willie Nelson, and Frank Sinatra. Handmade

Don't Touch
Th~it Di~Il

In addition to the good that firefighters do daily-like

putting out flames and saving people's lives-we can
also credit them as the original Texas disc jockeys. The
first radio station in Texas-the second in the country
after KDKA in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania-was WRR,
owned by the city of Dallas and licensed in August 1921.
It was created so dispatchers could communicate with

police and firefighters in the field from the second floor
of downtown's Central Fire Station. To ensure continu-
ity of connection during downtime, the blaze busters
would tell jokes and stories, read from the newspaper,
and play records.

This new form of entertainment costthecity $250for
a radio transmitter, which was built by a pair of West-
ern Union telegraph experts in conjunction with Henry
"Dad" Garrett, a public safety officialwho designed Dal-
las' first traffic lights.

In 1926, WRR started selling advertising slots to pay
for upgraded equipment and adapted a programming
mix of music and news to be in line with other com-
mercial radio stations. By1931, the Dallas police and fire
departments had their own wireless transmitters, but
WRR still supplied and maintained all radio equipment
forthe city until1969. The station, which has never used
taxpayer money, was especially profitable from 1946
through 1968, when the advent of television demanded
radio become more engaging.

WRR added FM station 101.1 in 1948, which is now a
classical music station, stillowned by the city, operating
outofabuildingatFairPark.TheoriginalAMstation-sold
to a private company in 1977-has become KTCK, "The
Ticket," a multiyear honoree as the best sports station
in America by the National Association of Broadcasters.

"WRR is a very special place with so much history,"
general manager Mike Oakes says. "We don't dispatch
the fire department any longer but having been a clas-
sical music station for 57 years, our commitment of
service continues." Until COVID, WRR aired Dallas City
Council meetings every other Wednesday. But due to
bad audio from online meetings, the station best serves
the community these days as a valued source of local
arts information. -Michael Corcoran

Photos: Melanie Grizzel left and inset): Nathan Lindstrom (righo
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chocolate malts and root beer floats (both garnished with whipped cream

and cherries) are just the beginning; chicken-fried steak sandwiches with

big, crunchy onion rings and the signature pig sandwich-tender sliced

smoked pork slathered in barbecue sauce-make for satisfying meals.

You'll want to linger to inspect the hundreds of pink pig figurines, all

gifts from loyal customers over the past century. "All the pigs have their

own stories, some of them very sweet," says owner Mary Ann Hill, who

began her tenure as a server in 1967 and eventually bought the busi-

ness out of bankruptcy with an angel investor in 2007. Even as develop-

ment encroaches on Pig Stand's last location, Hill hopes the landmark

will hold on. "San Antonio's faithful customers keep us going," she says.

"I always tell people: We own the business but not the property. If you

see me dragging this building down the road, you'll know we're moving."

-June Naylor 1508 Broadway St., San Antonio. 210-222-9923

Camp Rio Vista 4
When Camp Rio Vista opened in 1921 as a Hill Country summer camp for

boys, the inaugural activities included reading books in the camp library,

listening to visitor talks on character development, and taking riverside

hikes. A century later, the diversions are slightly more modern. But the old-

est summer camp in Texas still maintains its charm against the backdrop

of the Guadalupe River.
Camp Rio Vista was the brainchild of former Houston YMCA CEO Her-

bert Crate, who bought 1,000 acres of riverfront property between Hunt

and Ingram. A dining hall, which is currently the oldest building on the

grounds, came along in 1927. In 1936, Crate sold the camp to George and

38 texashighways.com

Carlotta Broun, a couple from Kerrville who ran it as a

private family camp while rebuilding the still-standing

cabins. The Brouns welcomed the public back to the site

in the early 1940s, even running the camp in 1941 despite

a lack of young men to serve as counselors due to World

War II. During this era, activities included motorboating,

horseback riding, riflery, archery, hiking, arts and crafts,

and the start of camp traditions such as the Mystic Dance.

The last was held with the girls from nearby Camp Mystic,

which was established in 1926.

In 1977, Camp Rio Vista landed in the hands of Carl and

Diane Hawkins, who had previously owned nearby Heart

0' the Hills Camp for girls. They continue to run Rio Vista

todayas anall-boys camp and started Camp SierraVistafor

girls on the same property. "We have always done summer

camp," says part-owner Justin Hawkins, Carl and Diane's

grandson. "And we love it. We think summer camp nowa-

days is probably more important than ever because camp

is one of the last places kids can just come and be kids:"

-Jacqueline Knox175Rio Vista RoadSouth, Ingram. 830-

367-5353; vistacamps.com

Photos: Tom McCarthy Jr. (left)h Kenny Braun (right)h Courtesy Camp Rio Vista (inset)
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Dickies
Nearly 100 years ago, when hat salesman E.E. "Colo-

nel" Dickie went into the workwear trade making

denim overalls in Fort Worth, he probably didn't envi-

sion the company's attire becoming a fashion staple in

the hip-hop world and beyond. But that indeed is what As

Williamson-Dickie Manufacturing-cofounded byDickie's stean

cousin C.N. Williamson-accomplished. the M

Over the course of its existence, Dickies has never been deca

favored by one group or another, says Rachel Cour-s, Dick- cloth

ies' director of globa. communications, cans

"Our brand easily :ranscends all decades, socie-al dress NWA

codes, and demographics,"she says."Durworkwear allows song

[people to] express themselves." ies to

During the Great Depression, as Texas' economy shifted Dicki

from agriculture to oil, Dickies became the top choice in

pants, shirts, and coveralls for generations of tool push- Tt
ers, roustabouts, and roughnecks. World War II brought
more boom tires. The U.S. government contracted with The (
the company for military uniforms by the freighter-load, oper

with the khaki "chino" pants winning enduring popularity inger

not just with soldiers but with suburban dads, golfers, and McC

college professors. Step

the Texas oil ir.dust-y went global, Texan oil field workers brought

er trunks full of D ckies with them to places like Venezuela and

Middle East, igniting tme company's expansion. As with Levi's a few

des earlier, the late '73s and early '80s saw this reliable line of work

es become adopted as streetwear. Beginning with Mexican Amen-

in East Los Angeles, Dckies caught on with West Coast rappers like

and Texas group UCK. whose late member Pimp C once dedicated a

to the brand, rapping, "Got red Dickies, white Dickies, orange Dick-

o / And I even got the blue for when I represent for Screw." -JNL

e's Flagship, 521 W. Vickery Blvd., Fort Worth. dickies.com

e Gardner Hotel
Gardner Hotel, turning 100 in May 2022, is El Pasc's oldest continually

eating hotel. It has beer frequented by the likes of gangster lohn Dill-

-who checked in under the alias John D. Ball-and author Cormac

earthy. "He mentions tie hotel in a lot of his books," general manager

hanie Neahan says.

40 texashighways.com
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Seemingly everywhere you look inside the hotel built
by Preston E. Gardner on tl-e corner of Franklin Ave-
nue and Stanton Street, hints of decades past abound.
There's an old yet nonopera-ional phone booth, actual
keys (instead of cards) to get into the 46 rooms, and the
original marble stairway with wooden handrails. The
holel also has four hostel rooms, each with four beds.

"We've done a lot to keep it original," Nebhan says.
"But we've done upgrades too. Before, they didn't have
showers in any of the rooms, sowe've installed showers."

The Gardner's private rooms start at $69.99 a night
and are appointed with original antique furniture and a
vintage-style bathroom from the hotel's early years. It
also has renovated rooms that include flat-screen tele-
visions. The hostel section, starting at $24.99 a night, is
pared down with bunk beds and a communal kitchen.

Since the hotel features a lot of touches and decor
from its early days, it's easy to imagine Dillinger and
his cronies laying low there during the Great Depres-
sion. He became known as Public Enemy No. 1
during his stay at the Gardner. -Roberto Jose Andrade
Franco 311 E. Franklin Ave.. El Paso. 915-532-3661;
gardnerhotel.com L
Photss: Sean Fitzgerald lefth Christ Chaves (right); Courtesy Dickies (inset)
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Out of the Park
As an adolescent, Andrew "Rube" Foster was singularly
focused on baseball and so confident in his talented right
arm that he joined the Waco Yellow Jackets semipro team
in 1897 after turning 18. Over the next three decades, the
Calvert native would have no occupation or interests outside
of baseball as he became a dominant pitcher, an innova-
tive manager, a shrewd team owner, and avisionary league
president who would be remembered as the "Father of
Black Baseball."

"I am partial to baseball, have followed it since a child
and have never been identified with any other [pursuit],"
Foster said in a1924 interview with the Chicago Defender.
"I have found the one thing that gives me more pleasure
than anything else."

Baseballalso afforded him historic levels of success. In a
20-year span from1897 to1917, Fosterwas the best pitcher
among Black baseball's independent barnstormers and
then league-affiliated teams. He tossed eight no-hitters.
When he bested Hallof Fame PhiladelphiaAthletics pitcher
Rube Waddellin a1902 exhibition game, Fosterwas tabbed
"the Colored Rube Waddell," which he proudly aclknowl-
edged in Robert Cottrell's book The Best Pitcherin Baseball:
The Life of Rube Foster, Negro League Giant.

In that same year, Foster won 44 games in a row for the
Chicago Union Giants. In 1910, as a player-manager with the
Chicago American Giants, he led the team to an astonishing
128-6 record.

Foster's legend was solidified in 1920 when he stepped
up as the guidingand domineering force in establishingand
runningthe eight-team Negro National League, which pros-
pered throughout the decade though he never reached his
goal of integrating Major League Baseball.

"The Negro NationalLeaguewasthefirstall-Blackleague
to survive a full season, and all the credit goes to Rube Fos-
ter,"says Larry Lester, author of Rube Fosterin His Time. "He
would say, I'm going to put a team on the field that white
Americans cannot ignore. They will have to accept us as
equals, as a professionalteam, and eventually as a league."'

Foster died from a heart attack on Dec. 9,1930, at age 51.
He has been inducted into the Texas Sports Hall of Fame,
the Texas Baseball Hall of Fame, and the National Baseball
HallofFame.AmarlkerhonoringFosterislocatedatCalvert's

Payne-Kemp Park. -Michael Hurd
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The
1920s
were a time of exuberant reinvention. Jazz pioneers in

Harlem revolutionized music. Flappers unleashed new

dances and hemlines. And speakeasies vibrated with all-

night parties, defying the best efforts by prohibitionists to

make everyone behave. Perhaps most notable for us in the

2020s, the world of a century ago was also recovering from
a devastating pandemic, the Spanish Flu.

An unlikely epicenter of Texas'vitality during the 1920s

was Deep Ellum, the historic Dallas entertainment district

that has been mythologized as an enclave of good times. But

the true story is far richer and more complex than the myth.

If there's a central figure in the story of Deep Ellum's rising,

it's enigmatic bluesman Blind Lemon Jefferson, whose suc-

cess inspired other musicians to flock to the neighborhood.

While few details are known about his life, I've set out to

Deep Ellum in search of clues about his legacy.

Founded in 1873-some believe as a freedman's town for

the formerly enslaved-Deep Ellum had grown into a hub

of commerce and entertainment for African Americans by

the '20s. It was known as Dallas'"black downtown," accord-

ing to the book Deep Ellum, The Other Side of Dallas, by

Alan Govenar and Jay Brakefield. Shunned by much of white

commerce, African Americans, along with Jewish and Eu-

ropean immigrants, built their own department stores, the-

aters, domino parlors, and dance halls. Musicians busked

along the railroad tracks that brought industry to Elm Street,

the source of the neighborhood's "Ellum" nickname.

It was along the railroad tracks that Jefferson once played

the blues. In the 1920s, the musician from Freestone County

rose to prominence in Deep Ellum. His local popularity pro-

pelled him to a successful recording career with Paramount

Records, unprecedented for a down-home Texas bluesman.

OPENING SPREAD, CLOCKWISE:
Kimpton Pittman Hotel; Deep

Vellum Books; Truth & Alibi night
club; Blind Lemon Jefferson; old
railroad tracks on Trunk Avenue.

THIS SPREAD, CLOCKWISE:
The candy shop facade of Truth

& Alibi; Truth & Alibi; Blind
Lemon Jefferson.

IA

Photo: Pictorial Press LTD/Alamy Stock Photo44 texashighways.com



While musicians in Harlem introduced the world -o jazz,
Jefferson brought Texas country blues to the world.

It's a hot Friday night in June.
We re ir a lull of the pandemic; virus cases are dwindling,
ant the delta variant is not yet making headlines. With bars
ant over 20 live music venues, Deep Ellum feels like an ex-
ultant street party.

rap and salsa mc.sic blast from terraces packed with
weekend carousers A couple on a vintage Harley c--Ise by
blaring hip-hop. A posse of young men -reach abo-t Jesus
from a podium on tize sidewa~k. Friends tend to a wc man,
sitting on a curb, who's had too much fin. I am reminded
of a quote by J.H. Owens, a columnist writing in The Dallas
Gazette, a Black weekly newspaper. In 1937, he described
this Dallas neighborhood as "the only place recorded on
earth where business, religion, hoodooism, gambling, and
stealing goes on at the same time without friction."

In the 1920s, Deep Ellum didn't have speakeasies, per
se, but there were ':hock houses," informal rcadsicie
joints selling bootleg liquor. Today, Deep Ellum is home to
speakeasy-themec clubs that play up Prohibition-era

intrigue. One cf them, TrLth & Alibi, hides. behind a facade of a vintage
caridy shop.

I find the ship and give the day's password, which I'd found on the
clu-s' Facebook page, to the bouncer: "Twizzlers." He smiles and pushes
open a wall of car dy dispensers to reveal a ct andelier-lit lounge within.
Proh:bition-era portrait paintings in thick gold frames hang against aback-
drop of damaskwallpaper. Waitresses in black micro-dresses serve 1920s-
style cocktails to guests seated in oversized leather chairs. The crowd at
Trutt & Alibi is friend y and diverse, yet this is just a fun facsimile of a1920s
bar I find no hint of Blind Lemon here.

Blind Lemon, wl o was at least partially blind, traveled from his
home near Wortham northeast of Waco, ir the early 1920s to perform on
the streets of Deep Ellum. His soulful country blues grabbed the attention
of Pa-amount Records, which invited him tc record in Chicago. With songs
that tell stor-es of love and hard living in the cotton-farming communities
of Texas, Blind Lemon woulc later be emulated oy the likes of Robert John-
son B.B. King, and the Beatles.

"Blind Lemon was givingvoice to his time s," says Alan Govenar, a Dallas-
base d author ard filmmaker who's co-autha ring a biography of Jefferson
"What made sirgers like him appealing to their public was that they were
really connecting with the spirit of the day and what people were feeling."
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If his lyrics express the spirit of the day, that spirit was full of hard times,

desire, heartbreak-and critters. In "Tin Cup Blues,"Blind Lemon describes

a hand-to-mouth existence: "I couldn't earn enough to buy me a loaf of

bread / My gal's a housemaid, and she earns a dollar a week / I'm so hungry

on payday, I can hardly speak." In "Elder Green" we hear about a lover who

will "make a panther squall." In "Mosquito Moan," he evokes the ubiquitous

vexation of Texas bugs.

Blind Lemon's music spoke to people. According to his fellow busker

Huddie Ledbetter, aka Lead Belly, he and Blind Lemon were so popular

when they'd play in Dallas "the women would come running, Lord have

mercy. They'd hug and kiss us so much we could hardly play." A musician's

dream regardless of the century.

The train lines that led Blind Lemon to Deep Ellum are a critical part of

the neighborhood's history, says Clarence Glover Jr., the CEO of Sankofa,

an African American education and cultural diversity consulting agency.

The business takes its name from a West African word that means "it is not

taboo to fetch the past for the future."

Glover says the Continental Gin Company, located on the edge of Deep

Ellum, manufactured gin machinery that was shipped by train to cotton

plantations. Built by cotton gin entrepreneur Robert Munger in 1888, the

70,000-square-foot factory has been partly redeveloped into a stylish

community workspace.

African American cotton pickers from the countryside

followed the train tracks to Deep Ellum. "All the tracks,

you see, connected to the cotton plantations," says Glover,

a former adjunct professor of African American Studies at

SMU. "You can't talk about Deep Ellum in the 1920s without

talking about cotton. Blind Lemon, his blues, spirituals-all

of that music grew out of cotton."

I head to a spot where the railroad tracks used to run,

now where Deep Ellum transitions into downtown Dallas

under the North Central Expressway. Jefferson and Lead

Belly used to play here. "The ghost of Deep Ellum lives

there," Govenar says. Standing under the expressway, I hear

cars rumbling overhead, but I can't feel the spirit of Jeffer-

son wooing passersby with his soulful songs.

Just down the street, on the corner of Elm

and Good Latimer Expressway, the Kimpton Pittman Hotel

harkens to the history of 1920s Deep Ellum and the Black

culture that thrived there. With a restoration completed in

2020, the hotel preserves the work of William Sidney Pit-

tman, an African American architect and son-in-law of
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Booker T. Washington. "It is the premiere building in Deep
Ellum," Govenar says.

Pittman designed the seven-story Beaux Arts redbrick
beauty with arched neoclassical windows in 1916. He was
commissioned to do the project by the Knights of Pythias, a
Black fraternal organization that served as a life insurance
company and hub for Black business owners.

"Pittman created a building that's beautiful in propor-
tion," says John Strasius, a project manager at Perkins
Will, the architecture firm that oversaw the rebirth of the
Knights of Pythias Temple. "What's really significant is the
building's cultural history. This is the first African American
financed, built, designed, and occupied building in Dallas."

Pittman, who built numerous churches throughout
Dallas, is little known in architectural history, even though
he was an accomplished architect and scholar who stud-
ied and taught at the Tuskegee Institute. Glover helps keep
his memory alive. He puts flowers and flags on Pittman's
grave in Dallas' Glen Oaks Cemetery, along with some of
the original red bricks from the Knights of Pythias building.

"I am a minister, so as a spiritual commitment I do this
as well," Glover says. For Pittman's birthday, Glover threw a

FROM LEFT: The Free Man

Cajun Cafe and Lounge;
artist Teal Suns with his
mural depicting Blind Lemon
Jefferson and Blind Willie
Johnson; STIRR restaurant;
writers Alan Govenar and Akin
Babatundd; the Continental
Gin Company building.

V,

small party at the hotel, and he often brings
friends to eat breakfast on Sundays at Elm
& Good, the airy restaurant on the hotel's

ground floor. From there he occasionally
leads tours through Deep Ellum, walking
to the Continental Gin, about a 15-minute
stroll away.

Glover also consulted with hotel man-

agement about hanging up Pittman's por-
trait and other images of Deep Ellum's
history on the walls. The hotel's design
team is currently working with an artist on
Pittman's portrait. Glover appreciates that
the Kimpton chain has named its boutique
hotel after Pittman. "They didn't have to
do that," he says. "And well, it does beg a
deeper awareness, you see. In light of gen-
trification, the historic identity and dignity
of William Pittman and the African Ameri-
can culture should not be lost."

Back in the 1920s, the hotel's fourth
floor ballroom was the epicenter of Deep
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Deeper Ellum
"If you go down to Deep Ellum, to have
a little fun...." As the classic song "Deep
Ellum Blues" suggests, there's plenty
of fun in Deep Ellum. He re are options
for fun that go a little deeper:

The Unde-main Theatre: This com-
pany features plays that capture the
neighborhood's spirit. In the summer
of 2022, it will stage Lo'esome Blues,
a musical abcut the life of Blind Lemon
Jefferson, written by Ak n Babatunde
and Alan Govenar. undermain.org

Sankofa Deep Ellum Tour: Tours that
recount the neighborhood's African
American his-ory.
sankofaeducationserv ces.com

Deep Vellum Books: Indie shop and
publishing hcuse with Looks by local
authors. deepvellum.com

The Deep Ellum Founcation: A group
that hosts ne ghborhood events and
tours. dee pellum-foundation.org

The Kimpton Pittman Hotel: Lodging
in a restored 1916 builc ng designed
by architect William Sidney Pittman.
pittmanhoteldallas.com

Truth & Alibi: A speakeasy-style bar
hidden behind a candy shop facade.
truthandalibi.com

R.L.'s Blues Palace 2: An authentic
Texas blues club located a couple
miles southeast of Deep Ellum.
facebook.com/rlbluespalace2
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CLOCKWISE: A banner
depicting William Sidney Pittman;
Ki npton Pittman Hotel; R.L.
Griffin performing at his Blues
Palace; Chris Bingham mural
of Freddie King, Blind Lemon
jelferson, and T-Bone Walker.

Ellum's intellectual and cultural life. In 1919, the Fisk Jubi-

lee Singers sang Black spirituals here. In the 1920s, George

Washington Carver lectured about sweet potatoes, and

Marcus Garvey spoke about the Back to Africa movement.

A large chandelier once dangled from the ballroom's ceil-

ing, presiding over a space alive with dance and fellowship.

When I pull on the door handle of the ballroom, I see

Pittman's towering arched windows. Strasius says he en-

countered collapsed ceilings during his first walkthrough

before the restoration, and Pittman's grand windows were

boarded up. Now, carefully restored, they shine with light.

Like Blind Lemon Jefferson, the en-

tertainers and intellectuals of the Knights of Pythias ball-

room were expressing the vitality of Deep Ellum in the

1920s. But now it's time to hear from the 2020s. My hus-

band and I hop in a cab to R.L.'s Blues Palace 2, a club in

nearby South Dallas owned by musician R.L. Griffin, aka

"The Right Reverend of the Blues." The title of his 1999 LP,

Too Hot To Stop, is an apt description of a man known for

wearing flashy suits and igniting the crowd when he sings.

48 texashighways com



"R.L. not only runs the finest and most authentic blues
clu> ir. Texas, but he's also been a brilliant bridge to the
state's rich musical heritage," says Bill Vlinutaglio a jour-
nal-st and author of the FEN Award-winning book Dallas:
1963. "Whenever I've walked into his place, he serves as a
genius guide to the very test of Texas."

As we wait in line I can see over the bouncer's sho-ulder-
something genius could be 1 appening here. Wha: looks
like an inconspicuous cinder block bar from the outside is
a thumping, dancing house of happy people on the nside.

We sit next to a woman in a tiara at a long table loaded
up with chocolate-cove-ed strawberries and pin. cup-
cakes. It's her 60th birthday. and now we are part of it.
Our tabsemates introduce themselves and pass us plates
of meatballs and chicke-. wings. They also offer me cup-
cakes. We are literally breaking some very sweet bread to-
gether. When the band starts in with Johinie Taylor's funky
"Who's Making Love," a large man in a fiery red suit with a
micropi-one struts in from a side door, and the crowd, with
their arms aloft, parts to nake way. Griffin has arrived.

As Griffin sings iris way through the crowd, his husky
voice overtakes the room. A lady next to me in a short

sequined dress and Bambi-thick fake eyElashes high-fives me. Griffin,
blues alchemist, has :ransformed us into a dan--ng, singing gestalt.

For the next hour, The Right Reverend cf tihe Blues leads us in a com-

munal celebration, with moments of high-energy call anc response. While
dancing and sweating with the generous, we coming souls of the Blues
Palace 2, I realize I've found my best local link :o Blind Lemon Jefferson.

"R.L. was schooled as a blues musician, but he wants to present a vibrant
contemporary sound," says Govenar, who interviewed Griffin for his book,
Texas Blues: The Rise of a Contemporary Sound "He warts to connect the
past to the present Blind Lemon was trying to give voice to the people who
listened to him. R.L. is trying to give voice I thre people who are listening
to the music that's performed in his Blues Palace. And there is a message
of hope there."

By connecting us through music, Griffin :s making art that reasserts our
better selves, remincing us how good it feels, no matter how old we are,
to be in communion, to shake it, to sing along, and to invite others to sing.

One-hundred years ago, the 1920s in Det p Ellum roarEd with their own
momentum-in ccmmerce and street life, it the birth of the Knights of Py-
thias Temple, in BlI'nc Lemon Jefferson bringing Texas country blues to the
world. While it remains to be seen if or how our '20s will offer new possi-
bilities, we would be lucky i_ they sound a lot like a Texas bluesman in his
colorful suit, bringing us hope. .
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both journeysand stories in places without

roads, preferably with at least one knee and

one hand touching the earth. Walk away

from the car, away from asphalt, away

from campsites and picnicking families,

away from signs and trails. Go where the

air is sweet and smells only of green; where

the trees are swaying and you can hear the

wind moving through the leaves; where

you can see water rushing and falling and

pooling; where if you're still enough, you'll

see small animals wandering around. Oak

trees and bald cypress trees abound. The

best journeys and stories not only span

distances but also time. The difficult thing

is some people think the past is done and

gone, that history is dead, that it no longer

lives and breathes around us-and not that

what was, still is, and will go on.

McKinney Falls State Park, about 10

miles outside of Austin, where Onion and

Williamson creeks meet, was where I de-

cided to begin my story. I knew I wouldn't

only be learning about the history of El

Camino Real and visiting related historical

sites, I would be feeling the history. History

is neither distant nor objective; history lives

in us. My identity and the history of my an-

cestors is a layered and complicated thing,

but to me that only emphasizes the need

to honor their struggles. And where else to

begin my journey but at the point closest to

my home?

The stone marker at the entrance of

McKinney Falls proudly proclaims it as

being part of El Camino Real de los Tejas,

now a designated national trail. The

2,500-mile route, used most heavily by

the Spanish from the 1600s through the

1800s, leads from Mexico City, Mexico, to

Natchitoches, Louisiana, the earliest non-

Indigenous settlement in Louisiana. The

best way to traverse the Camino Real in

Texas on current roads is to start in Laredo.

There, you can forge your own journey by

experiencing Los Matachines de la Santa

Cruz de la Ladrillera perform every De-

cember and dance a variation of the tra-

ditional matachin, a ritual brought by the

Spanish that over time incorporated Mex-

ican, Indigenous, and American symbols.

From Laredo, drive Interstate 35 to San

Antonio and Austin, and then continue on

State Highway 71 and SH 21 to Nacogdo-

ches. Along the way, enjoy Texas' differ-

ent climates: arid desert, tumbleweed and

ocotillo country, hills and canyons, green

forests, wide rivers, farmland, ranchland,

swamps, and as always, the open sky.

"Although not as well-known as the

Lewis and Clark Trail or the Oregon Trail,
El Camino Real de los Tejas is the second
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OPENING SPREAD, FROM LEFT:
McKinney Falls State Park in
Austin; Liliana Patricia
Saldana under Interstate 35.
THIS PAGE: Spanish settlers
forging EL Camino Real.
OPPOSITE PAGE: McKinney
Falls State Park.
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oldest route of European t-avel in the

country," says Steven Gonzales, executive

director of El Camino Real de _os Te jas Na-

tional Historic Trail Association, a r onprofit

that preserves, promotes, an d interprets

the U.S. portion of the trail. "It's second only

to its sister trail, El Camino Real de Tierra

Adentro," a former trade route between

Mexico City, Mexico, and San -uan Pueblo,

New Mexico.

Artifacts found in McKinney Falls State

Park in Austin show Indigenous people in-

habited the area starting 9,000 years ago.

The names of the early groups are un-

known, but it is believed the Tc nkawa,

among others, descended from them. Al-

though very few Native Americans in Texas

live on reservations, the total population of

Native Americans living in the state is close

to 350,000. But this does not include the

millions of Texans of Indigenous descent.

I count= myself among them. When I'm

asked for a label, I say I'm an Ir_digenous-

ide-tifief Mex can American even though I

only have one ;grandparent who came from

Mexico and I can't tell you which tribal na-

tions I'm descende d from. But it would be

as much of a lie for me to say I wasn't Mex-

ican as it would be for me -o say I wasn't

Indigenous. BEyonc. blood, i- is culture and

foo-- and language cr d story-elling and his-

torv and sp irituality and worldview. I know

who I am-thE convergence of -- e history

of my family and the history of tl-is land, of

Texas. My whole life. I've been fascinated by

how Indigenous beliefs embedded them-

selves in Cathclicism in the Americas, how

Indigenous3 language and culture shape d

Mexi=can and Texan language anu- culture.

" The Camino R.eal conniec~s people,

places, and cultures," Gonzales says.

"Without it, we would not be cal-ing Texas

Texas10oday."

Mos: accour_ts of the Camino Real span

the his-pry be-ween its establishment by th-e

Spanish and its. use by U.S. immigrant set-

tiers to nter Texas-which -was -then- New-

Spain :ir Texas-which-was-then-Mexico

and convert it into Texas -as-its-own--

nation What is also true, however, is the

Camino Real was built upon Indigenouas

trails and trade routes, and Indigenous cul-

ture is still aliVE and present in Texas.

"The sense is that Indigenous people are

people of the oast," says Liliana Patricia

Saldanta, who holds a -loctorate in human

development and family studies from the

University of Wisconsin and is a Chicana

activist and sc holar at the University o f
Texas 1-t San Antonio. 'This is not the case.

It's important fir all people in this state to

acknowledge tzat we are working, teach-

ing, anC_ learning in occupied territory, and
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that we are living and breathing on the an-

cestrallands of Indigenous people."

WUIENEVER I'3I DRIVING, Ialways

think about the names c f things: ranches,

towns, creeks, rivers, counties, bridges, and

parks. I wonder sometimes what visitors

to Texas make of the j-urnble of languages

these are made of-mostly Spanish, Eng-

lish, and different Indigenous languages. I

think of curious things like how the names

of ce-tain places are a :cmbination of lan-

guages and time-like the town of Buda,

whic- is an Erglish adapTation of the Span-

ish word viuda, or widow, the town's orig-

inal name. The number of place names in

Spanish are beyond counting, but there are

also many places than are still known by

their original Indigenous names-Waco,

Anahuac, Nacogdoches, Caddo, Tahoka, and

Tehuacana, among others. And, of course,

"Texas" is derived from the Caddo word

Tayshas, which the Spanish interpreted as

Tejas. I often wonder if visitors and resi-

dents register how the names capture

something essential about the history of

this state, the history of this land.

Indigenous people who trade Texas

their home included the Alabamas,

Apaches, Aranamas, Atakapans, Bidais,

Caddos, Comanches, Choctaws, Coushat-

tas, Hasinais, Jumano, Karankawas, Kick-

apoos, Kiowas, Tonkawas, an:i Wichitas,

among others. Texas' second president,

Mirabeau B. Lamar, believed There could

be "no compromise" between wHite set-

tlers and Indigenous people "except in

their total extinction or total expulsion"

he wrote in a letter to the Texas Congress

dated Dec. 20, 1838. While the remains

of 6,509 children have been identified at

54 tezashighways.corr
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Illustrmtio.i: Cindy Salar-s Rosenheim

CLOCKWISE FROM LEFT: The
campground on the Alabama-
Coushatta Reservation near
Livingston; a view from the

-º reservation's campground; the
Payaya tribe near present-day
San Antonio; Bryant Celestine,
archivist for the Alabama-
Coushatta tribe.

"residential schools" across Canada and the
U.S., Texas never had residential schools-
schools established by the respective gov-
ernments to both educate and indoctrinate
native children. Instead, in Texas, Indig-
enous people were killed or removed to
Oklahoma. In my research, I came across
many references to "hostiles," as well as
many mentions of "Indian raids and at-
tacks," but the history books sometimes
fail to acknowledge that Spanish, French,
Mexican, and immigrant U.S. settlers were
claiming lands that were already inhabited.

As a consequence of centuries of reli-
gious conversion, cultural assimilation,
and violence, only three Native Ameri-
can reservations exist in Texas today: the
Alabama-Coushatta Reservation in Liv-
ingston, between Houston and Nacogdo-
ches; the Kickapoo Traditional Tribe of
Texas in Eagle Pass, south of Del Rio; and
the Ysleta del Sur Pueblo in El Paso. While
all three offer gaming facilities that are
open to the public, the Kickapoo do not
grant any further access to nonnatives. The
Ysleta del Sur Pueblo, however, have a cul-
tural center, a smoke shop, and other of-

ferings that are open to the public. And the
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Alabama-Coushatta, the only one of the
three located directly on the Camino Real,

hosts a powwow every June and offers

camping and dining facilities to visitors.

"It's important to preserve and revitalize

our culture and traditions to ensure that

future generations can learn and engage in

these types of events, and to teach how our

people relied on natural resources as pro-

vided by the creator," says Bryant Celestine,

archivist for the Alabama-Coushatta tribe.

To combat the way "Native Americans have

been erased from the textbooks," according

to Celestine, the Alabama-Coushatta orga-

nize school programs and presentations to

educate kids.

Centuries of violence and shame have

not erased the Indigenous identifica-

tion or cultural reclamation efforts of

many Mexican Americans, Tejanos, or

Mexican-Texans.
"Our mission is to reeducate people who

identify as Hispanic or Latino to reclaim

their indigeneity," says Mario Garza of the

Indigenous Cultures Institute, an organi-

zation in San Marcos that hosts an annual

powwow and has a summer program that

uses the arts to teach children about In-

digenous culture and the Coahuiltecan

language. "Ashamed of being considered

a second-class citizen, many Indigenous

people claimed Tejano/Mexican as their

only identity."

1lE'I'WEUEN 1632 AND 1793. Span-

ish settlers built missions, presidios, and

settlements along much of the Camino
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Real. In addition to their attempts to dis-

place Indigenous people and convert theri

to Catholicism, the Spanish also used the

Camino Real to investigate rumors cf

French colonization attempts in Texas. Ii

1996, Fort St. Louis, the French fort La Salle

established in 1685, was rediscovered by

historians and declared an archeological

site. Their findings are viewable at the Bull-

ock Texas State History Museum in Austin.

Most of the multiple roads that formed

the Camino Real ran through Yanaguana,

the name of the Payaya tribe's village,

which became San Antonio. Five of the 26

missions that were built in Texas still stand

in San Antonio-Mission Concepcion, Mis-

sion San Juan, Mission San Jose, Mission

Espada, and Mission San Antonio de Valero

(otherwise known as The Alamo). The

CLOCKWISE FROMI TOP
LEFT: The road -c Sugarloaf
Mountain, considered the site
of the origins of theTonkawa
tribe, near the confluence of
the Little and Brazos rivers;
Mario Garza ofihe indigenous
Cultures Institute in San
Marcos; Sugarloaf Eridge,
leading to Sugarloaf Mountain;
the Caddo tribe iH East Texas.

475-acre San Antonio Missions National

Historical Park includes the first four mis-

sions as well as various irrigation resources,

agricultural fields, and pre- and post-

colonial historical sites.You can learn more

about the missions through programming

and events offered by American Indi-

ans in Texas at the Spanish Colonial Mis-

sions, a nonprofit formed by the Tap Pilam
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Coahuiltecan Nation.
Ir. SanAntonio, I scent some time at Mis-

sion Concepcion before making my way to
the other missions. My maternal grand-
mother's name was Concepcidn, and s: I
thought of my mother while I was the-e.
She never had any doubts about our iden-
tity. We were Indios, of Ird-gerous descent
from both sides of the border. My father
was much more conflicted: Ir one breath
he would bring up his pure-blooded Native
American great-grar.dn-oher, and in tie
next he would poin: to his own pale skin
and his blonde-haired blue-eyed sister as
proc f that he was whclly Spanish. While my
parents were Catholic and regular attend-
ees at Sunday Mass, I never felt any sense

of spirituality there. When my mother -eally
needed to pray, she never went inside a
church. Her favorite place was the grotto
and garden at San Juditas Tadeo (St. Jude
Thaddeus) in Pharr, near where we once
lived. Neither rain nor 0C-degree heat
would keep her from praying in a space
oper -o the sky, surrounded by greenery

I wondered what she wou d make of the
missions, when the buildings and stone
wal.s bear a sense of immense age. What
wou.d she say if I told her about the re-
mains of Indigenous bodies the-e, that
mission records from 1762 show that, in
the sane year, 792 Native Americans were
bap-:zed while 596 were buried?

My heart heavy, l made my way to

Mission San Juan, with its imposing wals.
and then the mach mare welcoming Mis-
sion San Jose. I sper.t the most time at
Mission Espada, as i: was so incredibly
peaceful, ard the creek and aqueduct drew

my eye. I couldn't resist stopping in the
n-iddle of the small bridge on the way :o
Mission Espada. On one side, the water was
a calm and luscous green. On the other, a
n-elodic white froth fa-ling downward. Ev-
erywhere: wide-oranched mesquites, cot-
tcnwoods, retamas, and more. The bridge
was small and unprepossessing, but I felt

a palpable sense of crossing between ore
world and another. I dcn't know if I'll ever
be able to step foot in San Antonio again
without wanting to vista hat bridge.

In the few miles between the Alamo and
Mission Espada, it seems like you see all of
San Antonio-the River Walk and dowrn-
town office buildings residential neigh-
borhoods and schools, condos and golf
courses, str:p malls, fas:-food chains, ta-
querias, and houses wit) abundantly flow-
ery gardens witn forests and farmland in
the distance. Rcadside banners mark the
way from one mission -o another, so it s
impossible io gel lost. It s not many miles
long, but you can't help but think abott
how long it woud have taken someone on
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El Camino Real runs northeast through

Texas. In addition to historical and

cultural sites like missions, forts, and

settler homes, there is a wealth of

museums and parks to visit. Keep in

mind that some sections are not

accessible because they are on private

lands, have been destroyed or farmed,
or are part of Native tribal reserves. The
following sites invite travelers to enjoy
the natural beauty along the trail and

learn more about its complex history.

Alabama-Coushatta Reservation
571 State Park Road 56, Livingston-

New Willard. 936-563-1100;
alabama-coushatta.com

Bullock Texas State History Museum
1800 Congress Ave., Austin.

512-936-8746; thestoryoftexas.com

San Antonio Missions
National Historical Park
6701 San Jose Drive, San Antonio.
210-534-8875; nps.gov/saan

American Indians in Texas
at the Spanish Colonial Missions
1313 Guadalupe St., San Antonio.

aitscm.org

Caddo Mounds State Historic Site
1649 SH 21, Alto.
936-858-3218; thc.texas.gov

Gaines-Oliphint House
Commadore Drive. Hemphill.
512-339-1997; drtinfo.org

Durst-Taylor Historic
House and Gardens
304 North St., Nacogdoches.
936-560-4443; nactx.us
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foc t or horseback to travel :hat distance
300 years ago.

BEFORE Y E1 L A MINO REAIL
journey, I'd never heard of Caddo Mounds
State Historic Site. More than 1,200 years
ago near present-day Nacogdoches, close
to :he eastern end of the Camino Real,
the Hasinai built a village that became the
southwesternmost ceremonial center of
the Mound Builder culture. Mound Build-
ers were Indigenous people located in the
regions around the Great Lakes, Ohio River
Valley, and Mississippi River and its tribu-
taries. Over a period of 5,00 D years, they
built earthworks, also known as mounds,
many of which can still be seen today.
Moinds were dedicated to purposes rang-
ing from ceremonial to religious. Three
earthen mounds can still be viewed at the
Caddo Historic Site: the Temple Mound,
the Low Platform Mound, and the Burial
Mound. A 2019 tornado tore down the
Grass House and the visitor center, but

rebuilding plans are underway. "We are
on the highest plateau-a perfect place for
the Caddo Indians to build a village and
ceremonial center-away from the flood
plain," says Anthony Souther, site man-
ager at Caddo Mounds State Historic Site.
Abundant sunshine blankets the forests on
the 375-acre property that includes mark-
ers for the sections of the Camino Real that
run through it,

While the Camino Real facilitated travel
for the Spanish northward, it also facili-
tated travel southward and westward for
immigrant U.S. settlers. In Nacogdoches,
you can visit the Gaines-Oliphint House
and the Durst-Taylor Historic House and
Gardens, two of the earliest pre-Republic
white settler structures built in Texas, The
Austin area, originally named Waterloo,
saw white settlers in the early1830s.

Researching the Camino Real induced
weeks and weeks of deep grieving. As a
poet and fiction writer, I write grief. I write
Texas. I also write love and nature and
transformation and creation, but all of that

CLOCKWISE FROM TOP LEFT:
Mission Concepci6n in San
Antonio; a Caddo Mound
earthwork near Nacogdoches;
an interpretive sign at Caddo
Mounds State Historic Site.

is always rooted in both grief and Texas. I'm
Texan to the very tips of my fingers-hasta

las puntitas de mis dedos. I was born here,
I've lived almost all my life here, and I plan
to die and be buried here. There is no sky I
love as much as this sky, no earth I love as
much as this earth. I swear, even the sun
shines differently here.

But that doesn't mean I'm blind to the
truth of Texas' past and present. Obscuring
history does nothing to help us understand
the Texas we are, the Texas we've been, or
the Texas we'll someday be.

I traveled no further on the Camino Real
than the Caddo Mounds. It felt like a fit-

ting bookend to my journey as I took in the
sunshine, the wind, watched the tall grass
sway, touched the earth that in some ways
was inviolate-to be able to touch that
which was inviolate within me. I sat under
the blue sky and felt in my body and on my
skin how time had not passed. I wanted to
sit there and think about history and the
Camino Real. Traveling it from one end
to the other, or sampling it in parts, ex-
poses you to centuries worth of stories and
events. There is always a before. The story
of Texas is a story of layers, of people and
cultures through time, of what endures or
doesn't from earlier layers.

Driving back to Austin from the Caddo
Mounds, I thought about how the best sto-
ries and journeys have no endings. We're
taught to think all stories must end, either
tragically or with "happily ever after." But
then there are the stories that even after
the last page, or the last spoken word, leave
you knowing that the story has not ended,
that the characters are stillliving theirlives,
and you might hear more about what else
happened.

I kept hearing the words of my fellow
Indigenous-identified Mexican American,
the writer Gloria Anzaldua, who was born
and buried in Hargill: "This land was Mex-
ican once, was Indian always and is. And
will be again." L
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Sandwihe
in History

The tenacious Fossati family keeps
tie oldest deli in Texas going

By Joe Nick Patoski

FOSSATI'S
DELICATESSEN
302 S. Main St.,

Victoria.
361-576-3354;

fossatis
delicatessen.com

r -

ossati's Delicatessen in down-

town Victoria still lcoks lke

it did 140 years ago. The tail

facade, w-iite clapbcard siding,

and iron rings-once used to tie up

horses-protruding from the sidewalk

testify to Fossat.'s 19th-centuty origins.

Although it's gore through many
evolutions and :ts share of financial

troubles, the business is still i- opera-

tion :hanks to a long line of Fcssats

who fought to preserve what is now the

oldest deli in TExas.

Phct. Melanie Grizzel62 texashiGhways.com
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The first iteration of the business was
a chili stand, opened in 1882 by Fraschio
"Frank" Napoleon Fossati, an Italian
immigrant who previously worked as a
stone cutter. He took on a partner and
transformed the stand into a saloon
called the Cosmopolitan Bar, which
stayed open 24 hours a day.

Frank moved the saloon building
across the intersection to the corner of
Juan Linn and Main streets and settled
there in 1905. Soon after, he began
making sandwiches for the drink-
ing crowd. On weekends he'd prepare
food for people who'd come to do their
shopping downtown, according to John
Fossati, one of Frank's great-grandsons.
Those small gestures led to the Cosmo-
politan Bar eventually becoming Fossati's
Delicatessen.

Today, the deli serves lunch Monday
through Friday, 11 a.m. to 2 p.m. Menu
items lean more Texan than traditional
New York-style and include the standout
chicken salad melt and daily specials
such as King Ranch chicken in addition
to salads, soups, drinks, and desserts.
A remnant from the saloon days, Kite's
Kalteraufschnitt, or Dutch Lunch, is a
create-your-own-sandwich platter of
four types of sandwich meat, bread, a
pickle, coleslaw, and hot beer mustard
from Frank's original recipe.

The bar-with its mahogany mantle,
glass cabinets, black leather stools, and
spittoon trough running alongside the
base-remains the centerpiece of the
dining room. The framework of the
building was constructed from timber
from the toll bridge over the Guadalupe
River in Victoria in the 1850s.

Keeping Fossati's in the family has
been difficult. In 1902, Frank was joined
by his eldest son, known as Uncle Kite,
a cherubic, charismatic figure. Uncle
Kite took over the business when Frank
retired in 1910 and operated Fossati's
until 1968.

Kite intended to sell the business but
decided to hold on to the building and
lease the deli to new operators who
promised to keep the name. At one time
the new venture served pizza, but it

*

,8 -r __
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eventually folded in 1980. The building

remained vacant for several years-long

enough for the city of Victoria to threaten

to condemn it and tear it down. That

led several third- and fourth-generation

Fossatis to pool their money to revive

and rehabilitate the building and reopen

the business. According to John, a local

banker turned down their application for

a loan, informing them, "Whataburger has

you licked." They got a few more family

members involved to secure the funds.
"My mother, my mother's sister. and

my mother's brother got together to buy

the building from one of Uncle Kite's

sons and reopened the restaurant in

64 texashighways.com

According to John,
a local banker turned

down their application
for a loan, informing
them, "Whataburger

has you licked."
They got a few more

family members
involved to secure

the funds.

1985," family historian Susan Darshad

says. They incorporated with 33 family-

member shareholders. Susan's mother,
Catherine Fossati Wyatt, and her twin

sister, Therese Fossati Bomersbach,

managed the deli until Catherine passed

in 2012 and Therese retired in 2018.

Today, Fossati's Deli is managed

by Farshad Darshad and assisted by

Faramarz Darshad, siblings with Fossati

family connections. The board stays

in communication with management,
dealing with issues such as menu selec-

tion, operating hours, and renovations,

including fixing the roof. That repair is

being partially underwritten by a grant

from the nonprofit Main Street Texas.

Any and all changes made to the build-

ing are done under the scrutiny of the

Texas Historical Commission, which

added the business to the National

Register of Historic Places in 1991. The

upkeep of Fossati's is key to the city of

Victoria's revitalization efforts down-

town, which was abandoned by retailers

in the 1980s, favoring locations near the

US 59 bypass north of town.

"You've got to have good food,

constant quality, and a very good staff,"

says John, who is the president of the

family corporation and has also run his

own gardening and landscaping business

in Victoria for 36 years.

Fossati's survived the significant

decline in business during the pandemic



by stepping up its existing delivery and
pick-up services. "That's what pulled
us through," John says. Outside of its
regular hours, Fossati's opens for the
city's monthly Saturday market and
other special events like the quarterly Art
Walk. The restaurant's board is ponder-
ing restarting live music on Friday nights,
a tradition begun by Therese that ended
at the start of COVID-19. The building is
also occasionally rented out for birth-
days, weddings, and other private events.

Torin Bales, a commercial real estate
developer who lives and works in down-
town Victoria, is a Fossati's regular. His
favorite dishes are the jalapeno soup and
Frank Napoleon sub with ham, turkey.
cheddar, and provolone. "The staff is
very proud of what they serve and of the
history of the place," Bales notes.

It's that pride that keeps the deli
going, despite all the challenges of

operating and maintaining a historic
business ar d building. "My father loved
this business. loved his father, loved his
grandfather," Johr. says. "He came to me
and asked, 'Will you take my place and
make sure -he del: .<eeps going?' Next

year, we'll be :elerating -40 years,
still in the same family. T-hat wouldn't
be the case if not for Susan, my Aunt
Gloria, Catherine. Therese, and other
Fossatis, and t-eir love cf the business
and the family." I.

AAA.
MOODY GARDENS For Infcrmstion: 409-744-4673

HOTEL, SPA CONVENT (:FR oodyG rdens.orgATTRACTIONS, GOLF COURSE:

Photos: Melanie Grizzel
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hen Diane Henderson

was a child growing upwin 1960s Galveston, sheand her si-lings went

crabbing with their grandmother in the

summer. They would wake ip before the

sun rose and make their way down to the

beach, where their grandmother would

hang a chicken neck from an old broom

handle and wade into the water to attract

crabs. When she felt a tug, she would

scoop a net underneath the crab and

eventually take her catch home to make

baked crab. "We had a ball,' Henderson

remembers.

L

culture and history of the island. The first

Black person to reach Texas' shores was

Estevanico, an enslaved man who arrived

on Galveston Island after a shipwreck in

1528. Galveston was also where a U.S.

general announced the abolishment of

slavery two years after President Abra-

ham Lincoln's Emancipation Proclama-

tion, celebrated as Juneteenth on June

19, now a federal holiday. According to

the book, from the 1920s to the 1960s,

Black-owned dining establishments

thrived. But after integration-and thus

more restaurants serving Black and

white customers-competition increased,

and the numbers dwindled. Today, Afri-

can Americans make up about 17% of the

island's population, but only a few restau-

rants in Galveston are Black-owned.

Beyond just listing notable establish-

ments, the book delves into the stories of

the owners, using interviews from family

and friends, newspaper articles, obituaries,

and directories. "Up until the late 1940s,

[Black-owned restaurants] always had a

Photos: Eric W. Pohl; Courtesy Diane Henderson (inset)

That baked crab recipe, which

originated with Henderson's great-

grandmother, appears in the new book

Lost Restaurants of Galveston's African

American Community. Released in

May, the book is an effort by members

of Galveston Historical Society's Afri-

can American Heritage Committee and

contains stories of eateries that have

come and gone over the years as well

as recipes contributed by committee

members, including Henderson.

With over 100 restaurants featured, the

breadth of the list speaks volumes about

the contributions of Black citizens to the

66 texashighways.com

Lost but Not
Forgotten
A new book highlights the stories of the

African American culinary community in Galveston

By Kimya Kavehkar



Baked Crab
This recipe by Diane Henderson appears
in Lost Restaurants of Galveston's
African American Community.

INGREDIENTS:
4 slices bread (day-old is fine)
1 smallwhiteonion,diced

1 stalk of celery, diced
1 smallbellpepper,diced

3tablespoonsmargarine

1 pound crab meat

(mixedor clawmeat preferred)
1 egg

Dash of salt and pepper

DIRECTIONS:
Set aside two slices of the bread for
topping. Place them in the oven at a
low temperature until crisp enough to
roll into crumbs using a rolling pin. (If
you prefer, ready-to-use breadcrumbs
can be bought.) Saute the onion, celery.
and bell pepper in the margarine until
tender. The onion should be golden
or tan in color. Meanwhile, pu: the
remaining bread in a mixing bowl and
wet completely. Squeeze out excess
water. Mix soggy bread with tie crab
meat, sauteed vegetables, and egg.
Season to taste and fill glass baking
dish with the mixture. Cover the
mixture with the breadcrumbs and
bake at 400 degrees F for about 10
minutes. Serve warm.

Guarantee your
entry to even the
most popular
parks at the
most popular
times, including
holidays, with a
"Save the Day"
pass.

Reserve your
Day Passes up
to 30 days in
advance and
start planning
your perfect
getaway.

SAVE THE

WILD GAME AND WINE

(ANOFIEST
HISTORIC DOWNTOWN BAY CITY

31

LIVE MUSIC • KIDS ACTIVITES
WILD GAME AND WINE TASTINGS

ICE COLD BEER

979.245.8081
'WR 1 TYAMONrsT.CSiW
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PLATES RECIPE

'C' by their name for 'colored' in the direc-

tory-that's how we identified a lot of the

restaurants," says Tommie Boudreaux,

one of the writers and the chair of the

African American Heritage Committee.

One entry relates the story of Mary

Richardson, owner of the Squeeze Inn.

Richardson got started by selling food

out of her home, "and it got so popular,

she turned it into a little restaurant,"

Boudreaux explains. She literally turned

the living room of her home in downtown

Galveston into the Squeeze Inn-and

with its location near city hall, the police

headquarters, and the fire department, it

often bustled with customers dining on

fried chicken, meatloaf, and crab cakes.

"If you didn't get there early you weren't

going to get anything," Boudreaux says.

"When the food was gone, it was gone."

The Squeeze Inn closed in the '90s after

Richardson fell ill.

Another entry tells the story of Courtney

Bernard Murray, the owner of the Tip Top

Cafe. Murray was a manager and greeter

who positioned his restaurant, which sold

hamburgers, biscuits, and pork chops, as a

community gathering place. During World

War II, he provided soldiers stationed at

nearby Camp Wallace with free entertain-

ment-live acts played some nights-and

discounted meals. At the cafe, Murray sold

tickets to local concerts and high school

sporting events, and customers could even

pay their poll taxes, required by some

states for African Americans to vote until

1966. Although the restaurant closed in the

1960s, Murray continued his community

efforts for the remainder of his life, and in

1988, Governor William Clements honored
him with a humanitarian award.

These two examples are just a small

fraction of the fascinating histories

recounted in the book, which took four

writers four years to produce. "The

descendants of these restaurant owners

were so happy we highlighted their

families," Boudreaux says. "It's the fact

we were able to share more about the

person. Once the restaurants closed,

there was little mention of them at all."

Their legacies have been recovered and

available to share for future genera-

tions, and Boudreaux hopes readers take

away the simple fact that the restaurant

owners "found a way to survive," she

says. "They used their skills to improve

the lives of their families and help

support the community."

Lost Restaurants of Galveston's African

American Community can be purchased for

$21.99 at galvestonhistory.org. All sales of

the book are earmarkedfor maintenance of

the 1911 Rosewood Cemetery, the first Black

burialground in the city. L

Experience the magic of Magnolia. Stroll

the streets of picturesque downtown.

Light up your excitement with the

perfect gifts. Warm your spirit by

treating yourself to a glass of cheer.

You'll find wonder in Waco.

SF

SCAN THE CODE FOR SEASONAL FUN, GREAT GIFT

FIND JOY S ato
IDEAS AND HOLIDAY EVENT SCHEDULES. Iwacoheartoftexas.comiholidays
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SeeingGreen
A Corpus Christi distillery creates a version of

the historic and secret Chartreuse

By Ruvani de Silv;

The green 
glow and herbaceous

likely to conjure up images of
Paris' Montmartre district than

the Texas Gulf Coast. But Corpus Christi
distiller Nathan Bitz may change that
with his Chartreuse-inspired liqueur.

The history of Chartreuse is as
intriguing and dramatic as the drink
itself. The original recipe has mysterious

origins, but some say it was developed
by an alchemist in the 16th century. The

recipe for the "elixir of long life" was

gifted to the strictest order of French
Catholic monks-the Carthusians-in
1605 by Frangois-Annibal d'Estrees,
marshal of King Henri IV's artillery. The
monks have held this clandestine hand-
written document ever since. During
the French Revolution, when religious
leaders were incarcerated, one monk

smuggled it out of prison-just one

example of the various near-disasters
the document has survived.

The spirit has such cultural cachet
that it is sipped by genteel young play-
boys in Brideshead Revisited and The
Great Gatsby, appears in Hitchcock's
The Lady Vanishes, and is bartender
Warren's drink of choice in Quentin
Tarantino's Death Proof. Legendary
Texas rockers ZZ Top even have a song
named "Chartreuse."

AERODROME
DISTILLING

401 Aviation Drive,
Corpus Christi.

Open days and hours
change frequently, so
contact in advance.

831-241-1987;
aerodistilling.com

DECEMBER 2021 69
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PLATES DRINK

"Yes, the recipe is
a closely guarded
secret, but with

enough research,
one can uncover

quite a bit."

The recreation of such a high-profile
yet mysterious liqueur originating in the

French mountains sounds like a daunting

task for any distiller, but Bitz's technical

proficiency, language skills, and sheer
tenacity prepared him for the task.

"Yes, the recipe is a closely guarded

secret, but with enough research, one

can uncover quite a bit," Bitz says. A

retired Navy helicopter pilot, Bitz's

knowledge of Spanish, French, and Latin

enabled him to study historic disserta-

tions on French distilling until he hit

upon a "little golden nugget" of informa-

tion that formed the basis for his take

on Chartreuse. Because copyright law

prevents Bitz from naming his creation

after the original, he settled on the moni-

ker of genepi, the family of liqueurs to

which Chartreuse belongs. "Let's say it's

green-Chartreuse-leaning genepi," Bitz

says with a grin.

Despite this early breakthrough, there

were bumps along the way. "The recipe is

so old that some ingredients-for exam-

ple, arnica flowers and calamus-are not

considered food-safe by the FDA and

had to be removed," Bitz explains. "I had

to wild-goose-chase all over to find the

correct botanicals, and French terminol-

ogy from the 1800s meant many names

had changed over time." Fortunately,

between his regular botanicals supplier,

Mountain Rose Herbs in Oregon, and

numerous herbalists on Etsy, Bitz was

able to gather the necessary supplies to

create a near-perfect replica.

Bitz's company, Aerodrome Distilling,
which also produces whiskey, rum, and

gin, opened in 2019. The midcentury-

70 reashihway~comPhotos: Melanie GrizzelPhots: Mlane Grzzl
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decorated tasting room is open to the
public and serves cxktails-and it's the
only place to sample Aerodrome Genepi.
The tasting room was hand built by Bitz
and overlooks the naval base where he
was once stationed Eitz aims to create
house-distilled spirits for classic cocktails
like The Last Word, a Chartreuse-baset
Prohibition-era cocktail that has enjoyed

a resurgence since the mid-2000s.
'Distilling genepi exemplifies what I

want to do wiih Aerodrome: create my
own version of a historic spirit and also
encourage craft cocktail culture locally,"
Bitz says.

A few minutes dcwn the :oad from
Aerodrome is --crelei Brewing Co. a craft
brewery with an ac -atic theme. Sales and

taproom manager Quinn Hendrick is full

of praise for his neighbor.
'We love bouncing cus:oners back

and forth who enjoy and appreciate our
crafts," Hendrick says. "He fills a very
unique piece of cur craft -cene here in
town, and his different products are a
clear example of the care and attention

he puts into crEating eacl one." L
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s capitals go, Austin was
built fast and on the cheap.

Republic of Texas
President Mirabeau
Lamar, upon taking office

in December 1838, was eager to undo
the work of his predecessor and politi-
cal enemy, Sam Houston. After changing
the republic's flag and seal from those
designed by Houston, Lamar also orches-
trated moving the capital out of the city
named for Houston. In quick succession,
he selected a village called Waterloo on
the Colorado River, renamed it Austin,
laid out a new city, constructed essential
log buildings, and transferred the govern-
ment-all before the end of his first year
in office.

The buildings were shoddy; even
Lamar's two-story President's House was
built of green lumber and began to pull
apart as the boards dried. Here the fron-
tier was still raw. Citizens who strayed
beyond the town limits were at risk of
Comanche attacks. A cannon was kept
loaded and primed on Congress Avenue
to raise an alarm in case of a raid.

With its status as the newly minted
Republic of Texas capital, Austin was also
the required posting for a small diplo-
matic corps. Jean Pierre Isidore Alphonse
Dubois arrived in January 1840 as
France's charge d'affaires-a diplomatic
representative for nations that didn't
merit an ambassador. Dubois took up a
brief residence in Richard Bullock's hotel
at Congress Avenue and Pecan Street, but
the bare-bones conditions horrified him.
He was a man of cultured taste, and so
he bought a 21-acre site just east of town
and commissioned a 1h-story residence,
including a suitable wine cellar, to serve
as the French Legation and home for
himself; his butler, Eugene Pluyette; and
his chef, Charles Baudouin.

Dubois didn't last long in Texas, but his
solidly built residence, completed in 1841,
stands to this day in East Austin. Managed
by the Texas Historical Commission, the
French Legation State Historic Site is one
of Austin's oldest surviving houses on
its original site. In November 2020, the
commission completed a yearlong, $2

million restoration of the property, fol-
lowed by a grand reopening in October.

"The whole reason the house is here
is France was trying to assist Texas in
retaining its independence," says Cynthia
Evans, the former site manager. "The
house is a testament to both France and
Texas working toward that goal, but
unfortunately, Dubois ended up leaving
Austin pretty early."

Dubois hired Thomas William

"The whole reason the
house is here is France

was trying to assist
Texas in retaining its

independence."

Ward, chief clerk of the House of

Representatives, to design and construct

the French Legation. Ward also built the
much larger Texas Capitol in Houston-a
structure that is long gone. He designed
the residence in the French Creole style
with just a dash of Greek Revival, includ-

ing a columned veranda in front of the
house and two rooms on either side of
a broad hall. Steep narrow stairs fol-
lowed the roof line up to an attic prob-
ably intended for Pluyette and Baudouin
to share.

While waiting on his house to be fin-
ished, Dubois moved out of Bullock's
hotel and rented a place further west on
Pecan Street. He was 32, and from his

previous postings in Germany, Greece,
and the U.S., he already had the reputa-
tion of an enfant terrible of the French
foreign service, egotistical and pushy. In
Texas, he began styling himself as the
Count of Saligny, although he was, in
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The Rebirth of the
French Legation

With its grand reopening this fall, the

French Legation State Historic Site

aims to expand from being a historical

artifact to a community gathering place

rooted in Austin's earliest history.

The Texas Historical Commission

recently completed a restoration of

the 1841 house and added the French

Legation Cafe, which serves a menu

of coffee and grab-and-go breakfast

and lunch foods. Along with guided

and self-guided tours, the legation

also hosts rotating exhibits inside the

historic house and various programs on f

the grounds. This includes the house's

traditional Bastille Day celebration in

July; the long-standing petanque club t

that plays a French version of lawn

bowling; and a lawn for lectures, author f

readings, and small concerts.
"Our goal is to integrate the legation t

into the life of the surrounding
community, which is still one of Austin's

most diverse," says Kyle Walker, an

outreach specialist with the historical

commission. "The petanque club has

been competing on the grounds for

more than 20 years. We envision the

house becoming gallery space to show

the work of local artists."
The new concept is a departure from

the property's past as a static "house

museum" and has struck a chord in

the community. "We have been getting

a stream of people from the condo

development next door offering to

volunteer, which is great," Walker says.

The French Legation State Historic Site,
802 San Marcos St. in Austin, opens

11 a.m.-5 p.m. Tue-Sat. Call737-226-

1399; thc.texas.gov/historic-sites/
french-legation-state-historic-site

rv

3

act, not part of the French nobility.

In Austin, Dubois promoted an ambi-

ious French colonization scheme cn

he young nation's western frontier that

would have recruited 8,000 French

amilies and built 20 new forts, hoLsing

0,000 French troops, to protect the set-

lers. Texas' own military was less than

one-tenth that size. The Texas Congress

smelled a scheme to take control of the

whole country and turned it down flat.

Dubois also proved to be a deadbeat

enant, refusing to pay what he said

was an inflated bill from Bullock's hotel.

Around Austin, residents jokingly called

him the "No-Account de Saligny." Worse

still was the so-called Pig War. Hogs

belonging to Bullock found their way

nto Dubois' rented house and chowed

down on his bed linens and off cia-

papers. Dubois ordered Pluyette to kill

the offending pigs and Baudouin to cook

them for dinner.

Bullock confronted Dubois and blood-

ied his nose, which Dubois decried as an

assault upon the dignity of France and

a crime above the authority of the local

sheriff. Eventually Texas Secretary of

State James Mayfield returned his pass-

port, and Dubois stormed out of tcwn in

April 1841, having never spent a night in

"Our goal is to
integrate the legation

into the life of
the surrounding

community."

the French Legation. He moved to New

Orleans, where he found the French

culture more to his liking, and began

conducting his Texas diplomatic duties

from afar.

Before his departure, Dujois sold the

French Legation house to Jean-Marie

Odin, a papal emissary who later became

bishop of Galveston. Odin had hoped

to open a parochial school in the build-

ing, but he ended up selling it to Moseley

Baker, a revolutionary firebrand who

served in the Republic of Texas Congress.

A shcrt time later Baker passed it on to

local doctor Joseph Robertson, whose

family occupied the reside-ie for some

nine decades. Robertson expanded the

house with an attached kit=Aen and

bathroom to accommodate his wife,

Lydia Lee, and their 10 children,

Fhoto: Tiffany l-ofeldt74 texashighways.com
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with nine enslaved persons living on
the grounds.

Over time Robertson sold off most
of the original 21 acres in small par-
cels, and the neighborhood that grew
around "Robertson Hill" became one of
the most diverse in the city during the
late 1800s and early 1900s. "There were
not just African Americans and Mexican
Americans in the area, but Italians,
Germans, Irish, Swedes, Lebanese, and
Anglos," Evans says.

Though it was their family home, the
Robertsons honored the house's his-
tory, including occasional public tours
of the home, referring to it as the "old
French embassy." At the urging of the
Daughters of the Republic of Texas,
the state acquired the house in 1949
and transferred management to the
Daughters. The group set about remov-
ing the Robertson additions, restoring
the building to its original appearance,
and opening it as a house museum in
1956. Over the following six decades, the
neighborhood grew around the historic
site, Interstate 35 sliced through town
less than 600 feet away, and apartments
sprouted on adjacent lots. In 2017, with
the building in need of repair, the state
transferred the property to the Texas
Historical Commission. The commission's
ensuing project included restoring the
original doors and floors, reproducing the
original windows, and updating the util-
ity infrastructure.

Dubois, no doubt, would be thrilled
with the care and attention devoted to
the home he conceived. Though he never
got to live in what was once Austin's fin-
est house, you could say he got the last
laugh. As Dubois carried out his diplo-
matic duties from New Orleans, Texas
was flirting with bankruptcy thanks to
Lamar's schemes to relocate the capi-
tal, annex New Mexico, and wage war
against the native tribes. The republic
sought a $5 million loan from France, but
the finance minister was Dubois' brother-
in-law-and the deal never happened.
That helped push Texas to seek annexa-
tion to the United States-Houston's
dream and Lamar's dread. L
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Opposite Page Mountain Pass Soy Candle I $25.00 I 37864, English Pine Soy Candle I $25.00 37865
This Page Texas Bluebonnet Mug I $45.00 I 40063 & 40064, Angela Tote I $159.00 I 37436,
Bluebonnet Ceramic Ornament I $24.00 I 40065, True Texan Leather Cap I $29.95 1 387E4,

True Texan Leather Armadillo Cap I $29.95 1 38763

Order Online at Shop.TexasHighways.com
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A Pioneer Christmas
In San Angelo, the holiday season takes a step bacl in timeFrom Dec. 3-5, Christmas at Old Fort Concho recalls 19th-century

gatherings known as "winter rendezvous" by bringing the San An-

gelo fort's 40 acres and 24 buildings back in time.

At the 39th annual event, re-enactors in outdoor camps depict frontier

soldiers, Native Americans, Texas Rangers, scouts, explorers, and settlers.

"It really brings the history books to life," says Bob Bluthardt, the site man-

ager at Fort Concho.
Established in 1867 along the Concho River, Fort Concho protected

Texas settlers as they moved into territories of multiple Native American

tribes after the Civil War and mapped and patroled the western part of the

state. Up to 500 men lived at the fort at any given time until it closed in

1889, including notable military commander William "Pecos Bill" Shafter.

Buffalo Soldiers made up about half of the fort's soldiers over its two de-

cades of operation.
Shoppers can visit the period traders, who sell replica clothing and

toys, plus the 50 to 75 vendors on-site selling jams, jellies, jewelry, baked

goods, handcrafted wooden items, and gifts. Food trailers offer a variety

of options, a root beer stand delivers an authentic version of the soda, and

a kettle corn stand offers another sweet treat. Three historically accurate

bands and other more modern groups play music throughout the week-

end, and demonstrations keep the entertainment going with re-enactors

firing artillery and playing baseball.

"With all of the fires going and outdoor

cooking and guns going off, you're truly getting Dec 3-s

Christmas at Old Fort Concho

630 S. Oakes St., San Angelo.
a glimpse of the sights, sounds, and smells of

the period," Bluthardt says. -Amanda Ogle

78 texashighways.com
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BIG BEND COUNTRY

DEL RIO

Christmas Parade and Tree
Lighting
Dec.3
Get in the Christmas spirit with a

holiday parade and tree lighting in
downtown Del Rio

South Main Street. 830-774-8558;
cityofdelrio.com

EL PASO
Sun Bowl and Fan Fiesta
Dec. 31
Held a day prior to the Sun Bowl,

the Fan Fiesta is a free, family-
friendly event that features a
fireworks display, musical perfor-

mances by local bands, university
pep rallies, and a battle of the

bands. Sun Bowl Stadium, 2701

Sun Bowl Drive. 915-533-4416;
sunbowl.org

MARATHON
Fiesta de Noche Buena
Dec. 4
Marathon's holiday party, Fiesta
de Noche Buena, takes place the

first Saturday every December
on the main strip. First Street.
morathontexas.com/events

MONAHANS
Christmas and Chili Market
Dec. 4
Sample chili and cornbread while
shopping from various vendors.
Pictures with Santa and conces-

sions are available.
Word County Event Center,
1525 E. Monahans Parkway.
432-943-2187; monohons.org

MONAHAN K

Lighted Christmas Parade
Dec. 6
Lighted Christmas floats feature in

this holiday parace. Santa rides by
on his sleigh before heading back

to the North Pole to prepare holi-
day gifts. Monahans High School.
809 S. Betty Ave. 432-943-2187;
monahans.org

VAN HORN

Lighted Christmas Parade and
Show and Sell
Dec. 4
Activities include the lighted pa-
rade along Broadway and an open

house with vendors, food, arts and

crafts, a pecan dessert contest,

entertainment, and the lighting of

the Christmas tree.

1801 W. Broadway. 432-283-2682;
vonhorntexos.org

GULF COAST

BAYTOWN
Christmas on Texas Avenue
Festival
Dec. 4-5
Festivities on the coast include
photos with Santa and Mrs. Claus,
local entertainment, food trucks,
merchandise booths, a petting

zoo, a car show, arts and crafts, ice

skating, and music by Texas coun-

try artist Cory Morrow on Saturday
and the Skyline band on Sunday.

Town Square, 213 W. Texas Ave.

281-810-2990; acedistrictboytown.
org/events

CLUTE
Christmas in the Park
Dec. 10-11
Celebrate the holiday season with

two days of Christmas activi-

ties and fun, featuring a lighted
Christmas trail and seasonal photo

opportunities. Clute Municipal Park.

100 Porkview Drive.
979-265-8392; clutetexos.gov

C'.n'PJus CHRISTI
Holly-Days at the Gardens
Dec. 3-4, 10-11,17-18
Four holiday weekends honor

the joys of the season around a
20-foot fresh-cut lit fir tree. View
lighted displays and trees and

partake in singalong carols, cocoa,
cider, and s'mores over fire pits.

Santa is on-site Saturdays for
photos, and there are hayrides,
storytelling, and kids' crafts. South

Texas Botanical Gardens and

Nature Center, 8545 S. Staples St.

361-852-2100; stxbot.org

FREEPORT

Holiday on the Brazos
Dec. 5
Enjoy holiday festivities on the
banks of the Old Brazos River
in Freeport including a special

appearance from Santa Claus and

a lighted boat parade. Freeport
Municipal Park. 979-233-6061;
freeport.tx.us

Photo:1. Griffis Smith
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FULTON
Christmas in Fulton
Dec. 15-16
This Christmas celebration
includes hot chocolate, cookies,
entertainment, and Santa.
Fulton Hcrbor. 361-729-2388;
fultontexas.org

GALVESTON
Polar Express Train Ride
Through Dec. 23
Set to the soundtrack of the
motion picture, the Polar Express
train ride theatrically recreates
the sights, sounds, and intrigue
of the classic children's tale for
an immersive experience. Guests
embark on a trip to meet Santa.
Galveston Railroad Museum, 2602
Santa Fe Place. 409-765-5700;
golvestonrrmuseum.org

GALVESTON
Dickens on the Strand
Dec. 3-5
On the first weekend in December,
the iron-front buildings found in
Galveston's historic downtown
district form the backdrop of the
48th annual Dickens on The Strand
event. This holiday street festival
transforms the area into Victorian
London, complete with costumed
characters, street performers,
vendors, parades, and holiday
food and drink. Historic Downtown
Galveston, Strand Street. 409-765-
7834; golvestonhistory.org

GALVESTON
Holiday with the Cranes
Dec. 11-12
Galveston is located on a prime
bird migration route. Among the
visitors to the island are sandhill
cranes, who arrive during the fall
and winter seasons. The Galveston
Island Nature Tourism Council
presents this event to give bird-
watchers a chance to learn about
the birds and see them up close.
Galveston West End. 409-789-8125;
golvestornaturetourism.org

HUMBLE

Home for the Holidays Market
Dec. 3-4
This event features two days of
holiday shopping with more than
100 local merchants. Parking is
free. Humble Civic Center,

8233 Wi;l Clayton Parkway
281-788-4297;
homefortheholidoysgiftmorket.com

INGLESIDE

Light Up Live Oak Park
Dec. 3-4
Drive through Live Oak Park to
view Christmas lights and decor.
Saturday brings food trucks, craft
vendors, a gingerbread house
contest, and Santa. Live Ock Park,
2020 Pa:kview Place. 361-76-
2906; inglesidetxchombercom

LAKE JACKSON
Christmas with the Fishes
Dec. 4
"Sandy Claws" dives with the Sea
Center Texas fishes to hear their
Christmas wishes and to make
sure the aquarium gets a good
cleaning in preparation for Santa's
Christmas visit. Children can drop
off their letters to Santa, and
"Sandy C.aws" makes sure :hey get
delivered to the North Pole Sea
Center Texas, 302 Medical Crive.
979-292-0100;
tpwd.stote.tx.us/seacenter

NEDERLAND
Christmas on the Avenue
Dec. 4
This family-friendly event includes
food and craft vendors, games
for kids, music, and the Chr stmas
tree lighting at dusk. Downtown
Nederland, 1500 Boston Ave
409-724-0773; nederlandt>.com

PALACIOS
Seaside Holiday
Dec. 4
Santa arrives for photos in Falacios
on a shrimp boat. There are also
carolers, refreshments and a
complimentary book and gcody
bag for each child. Luther Hotel,
408 S. Bay Blvd. 361-972-2675;
polocioschomber.com

PORT ARANSAS
Lighted Boat Parade
Dec. 4
Decorate your boats ard light up
the marina for a chance to win
prizes and money. Spectato -s are
encouraged to watch from tie
pavilion bulkhead, along dock
walkways, or from bars and res-
taurants along the marina. Roberts
Point Park 301C Barr Blvd.

361-749-5919; portoransas.org/
event/lighted-boat-parade/733

ROCKPORT

Tropical Christmas
Dec. 4

Rockport's downtown and harbor
areas host this free daylong event
featuring food, vendors, arts and
crafts, entertainment, games,
and Santa Claus, along with the
evening festivities that nclude
an illuminated parade, lighting of
the Christmas tree, and fireworks.
The Festival Grounds at Rockport
Harbor, 100 Seabreeze Drive.
361-729-2213; cityofrockport.com

ROCKPORT
Christmas on the Beach
Dec. 5-Jon. 2

Rockport-Fulton presents Christ-
mas on the Beach with drive-
thru displays on and around the
water. Rockport Beach Circle, 210
Seabreeze Drive. 361-729-6445;

rockport-fulton.org

ROCKPORT

Lighted Boat Parade
Dec. 11

Rockport Yacht Club hosts

a parade of decorated ves-
sels that are judged in several
classes including powerboats and
sailboats. Rockport Yacht Club,
Rockport Harbor. 361-729-6445;
rockportyochtclub.org

SURFSIDE BEACH
Island of Nighttime Kites
Dec. 11

Enjoy the lighted kites of the Surf-
side Flyers Kite Club at this fourth
annual event. Surfside Beach Main
Entrance. 979-233-1531;

surfsidetx.org

SURFSIDE BEACH
Surfing Santas
Dec. 18
Watch a group of Santas catch
waves and hang 10 at this fourth
annual holiday event. Surfside
Beach Pedestrian Beach.
979-233-1531; surfsidetx.org

TOMBALL

German Christmas Market
Dec. 10-12
This event celebrates the holiday
season as Germans in Texas do
with more than 200 vendors, music

from four stages, ethnic and festival
foods, German souvenirs and cloth-

ing, strolling street performers, and
kids' activities. Saturday includes the

parade, the tapping of the keg, and
free shuttle rides. Admission and

parking are free. TomballDepot, 401
Market St.; tomballgermor fest.org

VICTORIA
Christmas on the Square
Dec. 3
'Tis the season for Victoria's Christ-
mas on the Square gathe-ing. The
30-foot animated Christmas tree

lights up for the holiday season,
and kids can have their photo taken
with Santa and enjoy cookies and
hot cocoa, plus activities. De Leon
Plaza, 101 N. Main St. 361-485-3200;
explorevictoriatexos.com

WHARTON
Snow on the Square
Dec. 17
The courthouse lawn is full of
festivities including snow, food
trucks, face painting, and Santa.
Wharton County Courthouse Lawn,
100 S. Fulton St. 979-532-1862;
whortonchambercom

HILL COUNTRY

AUSTIN
Blue Genie Art Bazaar
Througn Dec. 24

A fixture of the Austin holiday
season, with in-person and virtual
shopping, the art bazaar allows

shoppers to browse thousands
of original works ranging from
serious art to kitschy items.
This is a hassle-free way to buy
holiday gifts while supporting
local artists. Blue Genie Art Bazaar,
6100 Airport Blvd. 512-222-7303;

bluegenieartbozaar.com

AUSTIN
Trailof Lights
Through Dec. 31
The 57th annual Austin Trail of

Lights, the longest-running holiday
tradition in the state capital, re-
turns to Zilker Park. The setup fea-
tures 2 million lights illuminating
the park, 90 lighted holiday trees,
and mo-e than 70 other holiday
displays and lighted tunnels.
Zilker Park, 2100 Barton Springs
Road. austintroiloflights.org
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AUSTIN
Austin Fashion Week
Dec. 2-5
The annual Austin Fashion Week

returns for in-person, outdoor

runway shows. This year's shows

are shorter than past years' with

fewer designers in each show.

Shows run approximately every

90 minutes with a new ticketed

audience. Restaurants and bars

offer special menus and items

for Austin Fashion Week ticket

holders. The Domain, 11410 Cen-

tury Oaks Terrace. 512-795-4230;

fashionbyevents.com

AUSTIN
Luminations
Dec. 2-Jan. 30

Enjoy the natural wonders of win-

ter in the Lady Bird Johnson Wild-

flower Center's Texas Arboretum.

"Luminations" features thousands
of luminarias, seasonal food and
drink, and the light-splashed forts
of Fortlandia. Lady BirdJohnson

Wildflower Center, 4801 Lo Crosse

Ave. 512-232-0100;
wildflower.org/luminotions

AUS7TIN
Armadillo Bazaar Outside
Dec. 17-19
For more than 45 seasons, the

Armadillo Christmas Bazaar has

showcased the fine art of national

and local award-winning artists
alongside live music. This year, the

Armadillo features local and na-

tional award-winning art, local live

music, and food. Palmer Events

Center 900 Barton Springs Road.

512-447-1605; ormadillobazoor
.com

BANDERA
Cowboy Christmas
Dec. 4-31
The sights and sounds of

Christmas take a Western spin
in the Cowboy Capital of the

World. Previous years have seen

lighted Christmas displays, lighted

hayrides with hot chocolate and

caroling, cowboy songs, kids

entertainment, and goat roping.
Various locations. Main Street.
830-796-3045;
bonderacowboycopitol.com

BOERNE
Kinder Fest
Dec. 17-18
Retailers located at the Hill Coun-

try Mile, a stretch of locally owned
specialty shops and restaurants
along Main Street in the heart of

historic downtown Boerne, offer

a day of fun with kids' activities
and shopping. Hill Country Mile.
830-431-5833; facebook.com/

13,298



hillcountrymile

BOERNE

Christmas Market Days

Dec. 18-19
Shop for one-of-a-kind gifts at this
holiday-themed market near the
Hill Country Mile in Boerne.
Main Plaza, 100 N. Main St.
210-844-8193;
boernemarketdays.com/boerne.html

BROWNWOOD

Christmas Under the Stars
Festival

Dec. 2-4
Celebrate the holidays at this an-
nual tradition, which has included
Santa Claus, "snow," children's
activities, an inflatable obstacle
course, and big wheel races for
kids of all ages. Brownwood
Depot Civic and Cultural Center,
600 E. Depot St. 325-646-9535;
brownwoodchristmos.com

BURNED

Christmas On The Square
Dec. 11
Snow kicks off a grand day of
events for Christmas on the
Square. A truck dumps 40,000
pounds of snow for children to play
in with a snow slide and two play
areas. There are artisan vendors
and food booths as well as a pa-
rade and visits with Santa. Burnet
Historic Square, 220 S. Main St.
512-756-4297; burnetchamberorg

CEDAR PARK

World Championship Ice Racing
Series
Dec. 4
Witness fearless racers shred the
arena's solid ice track with over
2,000 razor-sharp studs in their
tires. Racers hit off-the-chart
speeds while going from 0 to
60 mph in less than 3 seconds,
competing for the most presti-
gious world championship ice
racing title. H-E-B Center at Cedar
Park, 2100 Avenue of the Stars.
512-600-5000; hebcenter.com/
events/detail/world-championship-
ice-racing

FREDERICKSBURG

A Ranger Christmas Wonderland
Dec. 4
Come see Santa in Ranger Won-
derland at the Texas Rangers Heri-
tage Center. Enjoy crafts, cookies,
cocoa, wagon rides, and other
holiday festivities. Texas Rangers
Heritage Center, 1618 E. Main St.
830-990-1192; trhc.org

FREDERICKSBURG

Kinderfest
Dec. 4

Children ages 10 and under are
invited to bring a stocking t, hang
on the fireplace. While the children
aren't looking, Santa and hi; elves
work to f l the stockings accord-
ing to German tradition. Pio-teer
Museum, 325 W Main St. 830-990-
8441; pioneermuseum.net

FREDERICKSBURG

Countdown to 2022
Dec. 31
Ring in the New Year in downtown
Fredericksburg. The city hosts
two events: one earlie- in tf e
evening for kids and a later event
for all-ages featuring the bEll

drop on the Square. Marktp atz,
100 block of West Main Street.
visitfredericksburgtx.com

FREDERICKSBURG

Luckenbach New Year's Eve
Celebration
Dec. 31
The annual New Year's Eve lance
takes place in the histcric Luck-
enbach Dancehall. 412 Luckzn-
boch Town Loop. 830-997-_224;
luckenbachtexas.com

FREDERICKSBURG

USO-Style Hangar Dance
Dec. 31
Ring in the New Year dancing to
the sounds of a 1940s-style big
band. Take swing dance lessons
and wear your best 1940s-ir spired
outfit to take part in the costume
contest. A portion of the proceeds
are donated to the United Service
Organizations in Fort Hood. pacificc
Showroom at the Hanger Hotel,
155 Airport Road. 844-596-2300;
hangarhotel.com

KERRVILLE

Running Home for the Holidays 5K
Dec. 4
At this annual 5K run, families
come dressed up as their favorite
Christmas characters. LouisE Hays
Park, 202 Thompson Drive.
830-257-7300; kerrvilletx.gov

LAMPASAS
Christmas on the Creek
Dec. 11
Food trucks, s'mores, a photo
booth, hot chocolate, a light dis-
play, sleigh rides, and a stroll
through Santa's Village are
all part of the fun. W.M. Brook
Park, 310 US 281.512-556-5172;
lompasoschamber.org

LEANDER

Old Town Christmas Festival
Dec. 4

Every first Saturday of December,
Old Town Leander comes alive to
spread Christmas joy through-
out the community. This event
includes the Old Town Rudolph
Run 51K and local vendo's offering
holiday gifts and goodies. Old Town
Lender, 100 N. Brushy St.
512-259-1907; visitleandertx.com

LLANO
Snow Day
Dec. 11
Winter fun comes to the Texas Hill
Country with sled riding in Badu
Park. The entire family is welcome
to zip through the snow and

participate. Bodu Park,
300 Legion Drive. 325-247-5354;
llonostorrystarrynights.com/
snow-day.html

MARBLE FALLS
Christmas Market on Main
Dec. 4
Come to Main Street to experience
the works of more than 70 craft
makers, bakers, and style creators
from around the Hill Country
area. Main Street. 830-693-4449;
visitmarblefalls.org/
christmos-in-marble-folls

NEW BRAUNFELS
Christmas Market Days
Dec. 4-5
Nearly 100 vendors offer Christ-

mas gifts, uniquely crafted items,
packaged Texas foods, and other
merchandise. Market hours are
10 a.m. to 5 p.m., and admission
is free. Gruene Historic District,
1724 Hunter Road. 830-832-1721;

gruenemorketdoys.com

NEW BRAUNFELS

Pony Express Ride
Dec. 4
See a Pony Express rider from the
Heritage Trail Ride Assoc ation
of New Braunfels come through
the Gruene Historic District
at 10 a.m. Relay riders carry a
"Christmas Greetings" message
from the governor of Texas. Bring
your Christmas cards to have the
stamps canceled with the 2021
commemorative stamp represent-
ing Gruene at the temporary
post office set up next to Gruene
Outfitters. Gruene Historic District,
1612 Hunter Road. 830-629-5077;
holidoysingruene.com

NEW BRAUNFELS

Jingle Bell Run/Walk
Dec. 11
Held in Gruene Historic District,
this 29th annual 5Kl run/walk and

kids K benefit St. Jude's Ranch for
Children. Awards are given to the

top male and female finishers,
the top male and female masters,
the top three finishers in each

age group (all ages in five-year
increments through 75-plus), and
the top three wheelchair athletes.
Gruene Historic District, 1281 Gruene
Road. 830-708-2991;
gruenetexos.com

OZONA
Crockett County 4-H Junior
Livestock Show
Dec. 11
Area youth bring their best livestock
for the judges to review. The event

is open to the public from 8 a.m.
to 2 p.m. at the 4-H barn. Crockett
County 4-H Barn, 1303 Ave AA.
325-392-2721; ozona.com!events-
calendar

OZONA
New Year's Eve Dance
Dec. 31

Enjoy an evening of entertainment
and fun as the community rings
in the New Year. Proceeds benefit
local charities. Crockett County Fair
Park Convention Center,
1303 Ave. AA. 325-226-4944;
ozono.com/events-calendar

TAYLOR
Christmas Fair
Dec. 4
This arts and crafts event welcomes

guests to two locations for holiday
shopping. Heritage Square, 400 N.
Main St. 512-352-3675; toyiortx.gov

UVALDE

Briscoe Ranch Barbecue Cookoff
Dec. 10-11
Sanctioned by the Champions
Barbecue Alliance, this competi-
tion brirgs barbecue teams to

compete for cash and prizes. Cat-

egories include brisket, pork ribs,
pork butt, chicken, and a jackpot
rib-eye steak cookoff. Uvalde
County Fairplex, 215 Veterans Lane.
830-486-7055; uvaldebbq.com

PANHANDLE PLAINS

ABILENE
Abilene Zoo Christmas
Celebration
Dec. 17-23
The zoo celebrates Christmas with
festive lights, real reindeer, hot tod-
dies, Santa, s'mores stations with
fire pits, cookie decorating, and
Christmas memories. Abilene Zoo,
2070 Zoo Lane. 325-676-6085;
obilenezoo.org
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As you explore, you'll find
an amazing rarge of relaxation
and adventure, natural beauty
and urban culture, fine art, fine
dining, small-town charm and
big-city amenilies...

but what you will remember most is
the varm, West Texas hospitality.
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MIDLAND-Drop by M dlanTs trendy downtown
for a cocktail , luscious pizza, stylish shops or a
game of chess in Centennial Park. There is no end
to what downtown has tc offer.
visitnidland.com

Dec 4 - Soundof the Seasoas: Midland-Odessa
Symphony and Clo-ale POPS

Dec 12 - A Celebration with ZZ TOP

FS FORT STOCKTON
Standing at 11 feet Lal and 22 feEt long from beak to tail -
'A True Texas Town Mascot" as Texas Highways'September

2011 issue proclaimed him, Paisano Pete continues to be

Fort Stockton's number one photographed attraction.
P3isano Pete celebrates his 40th Birthday in 2019 with a

community celebration to be held on November 30 at the Pecos

County Coliseum.

d listoricfortstockton .cor

December 3 - Christmas Parade
January 8 - Pecos County Livestock Show
February 10-13 - Fort Stockton Sheepdog Trials

o ODESSA-Known for breathtaking sunsets, wide-
open spaces and warm Aest Texas
hospitality; you'll erjoy shopping, dining, unique
cultirai attractions and events. Discover Odessa!
discoverodessa.org

k Dec 2-Jan 2-Starbrigit Village (McKinney Park)
Dec 3-12 -It's A Wonaerful Life

(Permian Playhcuse)

ALPINE-Natural beauty, urique nightlife and

shopping, and a grand array of hotels and guest
lodging make this The perfect staging grounds for

your West Texas adventure.
4 visitaipinetx.com

De: 3-4 - Mountain Country Christmas Bazaar
De: 4 - Christmas in Alpine: parade, progres-

sive holiday party, Stl Ross lighting

FORT DAVIS-Experience the mile-high
climate n the Texas mountains! Award-winninc
S:ate and National Parks offer excellen: nature
activities and star gazing under the "Darkest
Spies in North Amarica"! fortdavis.corm

Dec 7 - Frontier Christmas
4:00pm Farade
4:30pm Fhotos with Santa

MARFA-It defies easy explanation, yet any
google search yields thousands of opi-liols.
Marfa is tough -o get to-tougher st l tD e:xpla i.
But once you arrive, you get it.
visitmarfa.corn
Dec 11-12 - Marta Holiday Bazaar: Santa,
local vendors and makers, live music, crafts,
and more set in Marta's historic downtown

&j
F$IiD
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ANSON
The Texas Cowboys' Christmas Ball
Dec. 16-18
Originating in 1885, this ball
includes dances in a frontier
atmosphere. This year's lineup
includes music from Michael
Martin Murphy, Jody Nix and the
Texas Cowboys, and Jake Hooker.
Pioneer Hall, 2301Avenue G.
325-696-9040; texasccb.com

LUBBOCX(
Candlelight at the Ranch
Dec. 10-11
This annual event recreates a fron-
tier holiday similar to those on the
open prairie from 1780 to 1950.
Volunteers dress in period clothing
to recreate holiday scenes from
another era. Enjoy kettle corn,
hear Christmas carols, and walk
park trails. All lighted pathways are
stroller and wheelchair accessible.
National Ranching Heritage Center,
3121 Fourth St. 806-742-0498;
ronchingheritage.org/nrhc-events/
candlelight-ot-the-ranch

SWEETWATER
Parade of Lights and Christmas
on the Square
Dec. 6
Experience a Christmas parade,
free hot cocoa, a tree lighting, pic-
tures with Santa, food, and games.
Various locations. 325-235-5488;
sweetwatertexas.org

TUSCOLA
Fa La La in the Forest
Dec. I1
Campers adorn their campsites,
screened shelters, and yurts with
lights and decorations. The public
is invited to take a drive-thru tour
of the park. The park is a donation
drop-off location for Toys for
Tots and the Abilene Food Bank.
Abilene State Park, 150 Park Road
32.325-572-3204; facebook.com/
events/523191508887947

PINEY WOODS

HENDERSON
Christmas Parade
Dec. 2
Feel the spirit of Christmas at
the annual Henderson Christmas
Parade. The parade route goes
through historic downtown,
which is decorated to mimic a
Hallmark movie set. The buildings
outlined in lights, a 20-foot lighted
Christmas tree, Santa's house,
and decorated windows create a
setting for the parade. Downtown
Henderson, 101 E. Main St. 903-
392-8232; visithendersontx.com

HUNTSVILLE
Christmas Fair and Winter
in the Park
Dec. 4
Vendors line the streets with gifts
for the holiday season. Front crafts
to food, there are a variety of gifts
available for purchase. Enjcy photo
opportunities and kid-friendly activ-
ities at Winter in the Park at Rather
Park. Historic Downtown Huntsville,
1203 University Ave. 936-291-5920;
huntsvillemainstreet.com

HUNTSVILLE
Gingerbread House Reception
Dec. 4

Completed gingerbread hcuses
are on display as part of th 2 an-
nual gingerbread house contest.
The Wynne Home Arts and /isitor
Center, 1428 11th St. 936-2S1-5424;
thewynnehome.com

HUNTSVILLE
Houston Family Christmas
Dec. 11
Kick off your holiday season
with a visit to Gen. Sam Hou
ton's homestead for historical
demonstrations, refresimerts,
crafts, and photos with Santa. Sam
Houston Memorial Museum, 836
Sam Houston Ave. 936-294-1832;
somhoustonmemorialmuseum com

PALESTINE
The Polar Express Train Ride
Through Dec. 26
The Polar Express journey t: the
North Pole on the Texas State Rail-
road brings the classic chilcren's
story to life with the fu.l cas: of
characters, including conductors,
elves, waitstaff, cocoa chefs, and
Santa Claus. Everyone gets :o wear
their pajamas out in public. Texas
State Railroad Palestine Depot,
789 Park Road 70. 855-632-7729;
texasstoterailrood.net

PALESTINE
Dogwoodiamboree
Dec. 11
Hear a Branson-style country mu-
sic show filled with comedy and
classic country music from some
of the bes: artists anywhere This
show has Christmas tunes, tmo.
Palestine High School Auditorium,
1600 Loop 256. 903-723-6291;
dogwoodjamboree.com

ARLINGTON
Holiday Lights Parade
Dec. 11
Set up camp along the parace
route and enjoy hot chocolate and
the sounds of the season. A tree

lighting follows the parade.
Downtown Arlington, West
Abram Street. 817-265-7721;
holidaylightsporode.com

BELLVILLE
Small Town Christmas
Dec. 3-4
The 39th annual, two-day event
features a lighted parade on the

square, the lighting of the tree,
Santa, and a communitywide
celebration in the park. There's
"real" snow, a petting zoo, train
and carriage rides, a movie in the

park, food, drinks, live music, and
a Christmas market on the square.
Jim Bishop Pavilion at Chesley Pork
100 E. Palm St. 979-865-3407;
bellvillesmolltownchristmos.com

BELTON
Sami Show Marketplace
Dec. 11-12
Since 1975, the Sami Show Mar-

ketplace has provided a unique
shopping experience. Visit many
small businesses all under one
roof, including artists, craftsmen,
jewelers, boutiques, gourmet
foods purveyors, home decor

shops, and bath and body special-
ists. Bell County Expo Center,
301W. Loop 121.512-441-7133;
somishow.com

BONHAM
Holiday Wine Stroll
Dec. 4
Taste local and regional wines
from across North Texas while

shopping for special holiday gifts.
Creative Arts Center, 200 W. Fifth
St. 903-583-9830;

fannincountytexos.com

BRIDGEPORT

Holidays on Halsell
Dec. 4
At this holiday shopping event in
historic downtown Bridgeport,
browse the wares sold by street
vendors, local farmers, and artists,
including arts and crafts, holiday
decor, and gift items. Bridgeport
Main Street District, Halsell Street.
940-683-3411; cityofbridgeport.net

CELINA
Christmas on the Square
Dec. I
This year's theme is "Candy Cane
Lane," and participants are encour-
aged to come dressed in festive
clothing. The 30-foot-tall Christmas
tree is lit for the season, and live
reindeer and lighted angel wings are
on the square for photos. Holiday
performances are held near the
pavilion on the square. Downtown
Celina, 142N. Ohio St. 972-666-3659;
lifeincelinotx.com/christmos

CLIFTON
Norwegian Country Christmas
Tour
Dec. 4
In the 1850s, Norwegian im-

migrants moved into Central
Texas. They settled in an area
near Clifton that became known
as Norse. Since that time, settlers
have celebrated their heritage in

many ways. Tour historical homes,
learn about the area's history, and
see unique pieces of art. Various
locations, 115 N. Avenue D.
254-675-3720; visitclifton.org

COLUMBUS
Santa Claus Museum

Open for Season
Dec. 1-18
See more than 2,500 Santas at
the only Santa museum in Texas.
Kids may drop off their letters to
Santa-and sometimes Santa even

stops by for a surprise visit. On the
first three Fridays and Saturdays
of December, admission is free.
Santa Claus Museum,
604 Washington St. 979-732-8385;
sontomuseum.org

CORSICANA
Artist and Writer Studio Tour
Dec. 11
Meet visiting artists and writers
from around the world as they
showcase the culmination of their
residency work with the Corsicana
Artist and Writers Residency.
100 West and Samuels buildings,
100 W. Third Ave. 480-824-3015;
corsicanaresidency.org

DALLAS
Enchant Christmas
ThroughJan. 2
Glide down the Ice Skating Trail,
sample gourmet holiday treats
from around the world, visit the
artisan Christmas market on your
way to meet Santa, and step into
the Christmas light maze. Fair Park,
3809 GrandAve. 214-728-5573;
enchantchristmos.com

ELGIN
Hot Cocoa Strolland Holiday
by the Tracks
Dec. 4
At the Hot Cocoa Stroll, held the
first Saturday in December, select
a limited-edition holiday mug, and
enjoy a day of shopping at the local
businesses in historic downtown

Elgin. Historic Downtown Elgin.
elgintx.com

FRISCO

Merry Main Street
Dec. 4

Ring in the holiday season with
Frisco's offical tree lighting
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ceremony, pictures with Santa, a

holiday gift market, and other fes-

tivities. Simpson Plaza, 6101 Frisco

Square Blvd. visitfrisco.com

GRA..NBURv

Candlelight Tour

Dec. 3-5
This year, Texas historical sites

include the Hood County Court-

house, the Granbury Opera House,

and the Nutt House Historic Hotel,

along with Granbury museums and

historic churches. Tickets can be

purchased at Red on the Square.

Various locations. 817-573-3300;
gronburycandlelighttour.com

GRAND PRAIRIE

Prairie Lights
Through Dec. 31

Drive through more than 5 million

lights that shine across the 2-mile
path inside Lynn Creek Park by Joe

Pool Lake. Don't miss the world's

longest light tunnel and the Holiday

Village out-of-car experiences. Lynn
Creek Por, 5610 Lake Ridge Pork-
way. 972-237-4120; prairielights.org

GRAPEVINE

Grapevine Vintage Railroad:

North Pole Express
Through Dec. 23

Throw on your pajamas and enjoy

a fun-filled ride on the Grapevine

Vintage Railroad. Join Mrs. Claus

on a journey to pick up Santa

and bring him to the Christmas

Capital of Texas. Cotton Belt Depot.

705 S. Main St. 817-410-3185;
gropevinetexosuso.com

GRAPEVINE

Christmas Wine Trains

Dec. 2, 9. 16

Escape the hustle and bustle of

the season inside the beautifully

decorated coaches of the Grape-

vine Vintage Railroad. This holiday

train ride features festive treats

and Texas wine. The Christmas

Wine Trains are open to adults

over 21 years old. Cotton Belt De-

pot, 705 S. Main St. 817-410-3185;

gropevinetexosuso.com

GRAPEVINE

Parade of Lights
Dec. 2

The 42nd annual Parade of Lights

features more than 100 lighted

floats and marching bands. Look for

Santa Claus on the last float. Come

early to claim your spot along his-

toric Main Street to watch the event

unfold at 7 p.m. Main Street.

817-410-3185;
gropevinetexosuso.com

84 texashighways.com
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Victorian Christmas Tours
at Nash Farm
Dec. 4
Step back in time to the late

1800s, and experience a tradition-

al Christmas on the farm. Gather

at the Pole Barn before taking a

tour through the historic barn and

around to the farmhouse ending at

the campfire with cider and cook-

ies. Wear appropriate shoes for

walking on gravel and grass. Nash

Farm, 626 Boll St. 817-410-3558;

gropevinetexasuso.com

HEARNE
Christmas Parade and Market

Dec. 11
Downtown Hearne celebrates

the holidays with craft and food

vendors lining the streets and

selling gift items and tasty treats.

Christmas music plays through-
out downtown, and the parade

includes all sorts of cars, mo-

torcycles, trailers, dance teams,
and bands decked out in holiday

themes. After dark, the Christmas

tree lighting takes place and in-

cludes pictures with Santa. Down-

town Hearne, Fourth Street and

Magnolia Street. 979-595-8150;
facebook.com/heornechomber

HEARNE
Polar Express Train Ride
Dec. 11
All aboard for a Polar Express-

themed train ride. Kids hear a

story along the way, see Santa,

and receive a special gift. Hearne

Depot, 139 W. Ninth St.

979-383-4105; hearnedepot.org

HEARNE

Santa in the Park
Dec. 20
Santa greets children while

handing out goodies and listening

to wish lists. He's also available
for photos. Guy Chandler Pork,

109-201 Fourth St. 979-595-8150;
heornechombertx.com

ITALY
Christmas Festival
Dec. 4
Food and craft vendors, carolers,
a Christmas parade, live music,

and face painting are just part of

the fun at this downtown holiday
festival. Corgill-Gollmon Pavilion,
101 E. Main St. 972-483-7329;
ci.itoly.tx.us

MCKINNEY
Holiday Art Bazaar
Dec. 4
More than 40 local vendors sell

their handmade goods. It's a

chance to get outside, drink local

Tupps Brewery beer, and support a

great group of artists. Lelo's Coffee

is on-site with hot coffee, and

Barley by Rye is open for lunch
and dinner. There is live music

inside the brewery. Tupps Brewery,

721 Anderson St. 214-856-7996;
tuppsbrewery.com

MCKINNEY

Santa's Workshop Gift Making
Dec. 4, 11
This annual gift-making event has

over a dozen gifts for kids to cre-

ate. The studio has many materials

to work with during the 90-minute

workshops. Everyone completes

eight gifts and brings home tissue

paper and ribbon to wrap the gifts.

Jump Into Art, 404 N. Church St.

214-937-9153; visitmckinney.com

MESQUITE
Christmas on the Corridor
Dec. 1t
This holiday-themed event offers

yard games, crafts for children,
and inflatables. Vonston Park,
2913 Oates Drive. 972-216-6499;
visitmesquitetx.com

MES(V ;JITE

Florence Ranch Homestead's
150th Celebration
Dec. 11
Join Historic Mesquite Inc. as

the organization celebrates
150 years of history at Florence

Ranch Homestead, built by David
W. and Julia Savannah Florence

between 1871 and 1890. Wood trim

decorates the gallery of the simple

frame structure. At one time, the

Florence Homestead covered 730

acres. Florence Ranch Homestead,

1424 Barnes Bridge Road. 972-216-

6468; visitmesquitetx.com

MONTALBA
A Walk Through Bethlehem
Dec. 10-12
Guided tours through Bethlehem

begin with a hayride to the gates.

Walk through the streets, com-

plete with live animals and local

Bethlehem vendors. Montalbo
Baptist Church. State Highway 19
North at FM 321. 903-764-8048

MUENSTER
Winter Wonderland Synthetic
Ice Skating
Dec. 11
The third annual Winter Wonderland

is a large family event with a syn-

thetic skating rink (not made from
ice), bounce houses, an obstacle

course, cookie decorating, ornament
making, arts and crafts vendors,
food vendors, and dance and musi-

cal performances. Santa stops by for

a visit as well. Heritage Pork,

301 N. Ash St. 940-759-5299;
heritageporkmuenstertx.com

NOCONA
Small Town Christmas
Dec. 4
Stroll through historic downtown

Nocona, which is lit up for the sea-

son and decorated with Christmas

trees. Carolers, a parade, concerts,

and classic cars are part of the fun

while everyone awaits the arrival

of Santa. Downtown Nocona,

Cloy Street. 940-825-3526;
nocono.org/events

SALADO
Christmas Stroll
Dec. 3-12
The Village of Salado hosts its 61st

annual Salado Christmas Stroll,

held the first two weekends of De-

cember. This year's stroll kicks off

with a lighted Christmas parade.

The lighting of the trees at the

Salado Civic Center takes place at
the close of the parade. Stay after
the parade to get a jump on your

Christmas shopping. Sip hot cocoa

while strolling down Main Street,

where you're serenaded by stroll-

ing carolers. Village of Salado, Main

Street. 254-947-5040; solodo.com

SEGUIN
Mid-Texas Symphony Concert:
Home for the Holidays
Dec. 12
A jazzy take on Tchaikovsky's
"Nutcracker," a powerful rendition

of "0 Holy Night" by tenor Rick

Novak, and the angelic voices of

the Children's Chorus from New

Braunfels come together for a

festive holiday program. Jackson

Auditorium at Texas Lutheran

University, 1000 W. Court St.

830-463-5353; mtsymphony.org

SHERMA N

Snowflake Festivaland
Christmas Parade
Dec. 4
The city of Sherman's Snowflake

Festival is a family-friendly event

that leads up to the town's Christ-

mas Parade in historic downtown

Sherman. Join the fun at this free

event starting at 2 p.m., and stick

around for exciting annual tradi-

tions including the big tree lighting

and parade. Grayson County

Courthouse Square, 100 W. Houston

St. 903-892-7230; shermantx.org

TEMPLE
Bend of the River Christmas
Dec. I8
Join in a hometown holiday event

with snow slides and a snow party,

a cowboy Santa, and tasty treats

from vendors. Reuben D. Tolosek



Bend of the River, 7915 S. General
Bruce Drive. 254-298-5690;
templeporks.com

THE COLONY
Holiday in the Park
Dec. 4
Enjoy the most wonderful time of
the year with an evening of festive
holiday activities, classic Christmas
tunes, and magical light displays.
Festivities start with the Parade
of Lights and lead up to a night of
live performances, carnival games,
rides, and a holiday baking contest.
Perryman Park, 4930 S. Colony
Blvd. 972-625-1106; thecolonytx
.gov/832/holiday-in-the-park

WAXAHACHIE
Bethlehem Revisited
Dec. 3-12
Walk the streets of ancient
Bethlehem as Mary and Joseph did
on the night of Jesus' birth. Meet
innkeepers, merchants, craftsmen,
tradesmen, clergy, and other
citizens as they portray daily life
in the city of Bethlehem, complete
with sheep, camels, and donkeys.
You can also visit Herod's Court
and await the nightly parade of the
three kings bringing their treasures
to Bethlehem's newest citizen.
Central Presbyterian Church,
402 N. College St. 469-309-4040;
waxohochiecvb.com/events/2021/
bethlehem-revisited

WAXAHACHIE
Sparkle and Sleigh Christmas
Market
Dec. 3-4
This market offers a unique shop-
ping experience with over 100
vendors featuring a wide variety
of gifts, including holiday decor,
clothing and accessories, home
accents, and children's clothing
and toys. Waxahachie Civic Center,
2000 Civic Center Lone.
469-309-4040; woxohochiejsl.org

WAXAHACHIE
Santa Run
Dec. 11
At this 5K Race and fun run, partic-
ipants receive a five-piece Santa
suit to wear during the run. Those
not feeling festive can sign up
for a Grinch costume and run the
course backwards. Roilyard Park,
455 S. College. 972-938-9826;
waxohochiecvb.com/events/2021/
sonto-run

WEIMAR

Down Home Christmas
Dec. 9
Kids can visit with Santa and enjoy
kid-friendly events, while dance
performances keep the festivities

going. At night, a lighted Christmas
parade brings yuletice cheer. City
Hall, 106 E. Main St. 979-725-9511;
weimortexos.net

YOAKUM
Christmas on Grand
Dec. 4
Grab your friends and fam-
ily and head to Yoakum's annual
Christmas on Grand celebration
for family-friendly festivities
including holiday goodies -or
children Santa photo-ops and
real snow to play in. There is
also a lighted Christmas parade
and a Christmas movie showing.
Downtown Yoakum Railroad
Park, 501 Front St. 361-293-2309;
yookumoreachomber.com

SOUTH TEXAS PLAINS

EDINBURG

Night of Lights Parade
Dec. 3
On the first Saturday of December,
downtown Edinburg sparkles with
a lighted parade full of brightly
decorated floats. Santa stops by
for a visit, and guests can expect
live family entertainment, music,
food booths, and games. Ed nburg
Downtown District, 602 W Uiiversity
Drive. 956-383-4974; edinborg.com

GEORGE WEST
Live Oak County Courthouse
Centennial Celebration
Dec. 4
Learn the history of the Live Oak
County Courthouse and celebrate
its 100 years of service to the
county with history tours, exhibits,
music, stories, and foo1 trucks.
Live Oak County Courthouse Square,
301 Houston St. 361-319-3067;
liveookchc.com

WESLACO
Alfresco Weslaco
Dec. 16
Downtown businesses are open
late alongside more than 60
vendors lining the street. There
is also a car show with classic
cars on display. Downtown
Historic Weslaco, 200 S. Texas Blvd.
956-969-0838; facebook.com/
alfrescoweslocol

DON'T SEE YOUR
EVENT? If you think your
event might be of interest
to Texas Highways reader,
submit your information a'
texashighways.com
submitevent
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Kerrville
Folkin' fun
BY CHET GARNER

As the local saying goes, "Kerrville is the new Kerrville"-there isn't
another place like it. For over 165 years, the town one hour northwest
of San Antonio has established itself as a true relaxation destination,
Whether you're looking to stick to tradition or try something new,
Kerrville is the ideal locale to explore the Texas Hill Country.

Downtown Kerrville
As you walk the historic streets, you'll notice a common name on many of
the buildings: Schreiner. Charles Armand Schreiner was a Texas Ranger-
turned-banker/rancher/shopkeeper who brought affluence to Kerrville. Even
today, the Schreiner Goods store is so well appointed that it would fit on
Fifth Avenue in Manhattan. History buffs can tour the castle-like Schreiner
Mansion next door. And anyone who needs some extra pep in their step
should grab an espresso from the artsy and delicious PAX Coffee and Goods
across the street.

Pint & Plow Brewing Co.
At this coffee and beer garden, you can grab a pint >f incredible craft beer
and indulge in a plate of locally sourced food. Try the La Madrugada brown
porter, named after the darkest part of the night, and a Hen House pizza with
white sauce, spinach, mushrooms, and roasted chicken. As soon as you take a
seat, the sounds of a local troubadour playing on the outdoor stage fill the air.

James Avery Headquarters
Now a national jewelry brand, James Avery started in a small garage work-
shop just outside of town. Visitors to the sprawling campus can shop the flag-
ship retail store and walk through an exhibit dedicated to the legacy of Avery.
The displays follow his life from his days as a World War II pilot to the first
pieces of jewelry he sold to local campers.

Guadalupe River
This popular Texas river flows right through the heart of K~errville. You'll find
plenty of places to swim and fish at Louise Hays Par k, but if it's too cold for
a dip, just bring your hiking shoes or bike and follow 6 miles of paved paths
on the River Trail. Don't miss the Riverside Nature Center's hands-on displays
about the plants and animals that call the river corridor home.

Grape Juice
While this restaurant's name seems like it's dedicated to kids' tastes, it actu-
ally refers to its specialty-wines. The extensive wine list is upstaged only by
the excellent menu that puts new spins on classic dishes. Try a chicken sand-
wich topped with honey and jalapeno bacon, or mac and cheese mixed with
antelope chili and Fritos. Whatever you order, save room for something off
the rotating dessert menu.

So whether you follow my footsteps or forge your own path,
I hope to see you on the road.

Chet Garner is the host of The Daytripper® travel show on PBS.
To view the Kerrville episode visit thedaytripper.com.
Follow along on Facebook, Instagrain, and Twitter @chettripper.
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But one day while he was having his

snack of dried cereal, he hurled the

ceramic bowl against my mom's wall,

where it exploded into pieces.

She called us over to the house. She

was shaken. The three of us sat around

her living room contemplating what to do

next while Johnny dozed on the love seat.

My mother couldn't handle him on her

own anymore. Neither could my father.

At our appointment in San Antonio,

we got the dreaded, though no longer

surprising, diagnosis. After that morning

at the autism clinic, we traveled to Austin

for the night. We took Johnny to a park

just south of downtown. Even though I

knew the diagnosis had been coming, the

news still shook me hard. While Chuck

carried Johnny around the park on his

shoulders, trying his best to keep the

mood buoyant for Johnny's sake, I took a

moment and stood on the grassy mound

in the park, gazing over Lady Bird Lake,

letting the tears fall.

That night, back at our Airbnb, Johnny

started banging his head against the

wall with a force Chuck and I had never

witnessed before. It was terrifying.

Dismayed and not sure how to handle

it, we headed back to Longview the next

day. Halfway home, Johnny's skin boiled

with fever, and he began to have diarrhea.

Lab work at a doctor's office in

Longview would confirm he had a gut

infection, the pain of which had triggered

the extreme headbanging, which esca-

lated once we got back to East Texas. We'd

only learn later about the connection

between the self-injurious behavior and

the gut pain. And how, with autism, if one

doesn't know how to properly manage the

behavior-like us, who were so new to it

all-it can become reinforced, become a

pattern.

When we received his diagnosis at the

clinic in San Antonio, the doctor recom-

mended 40 hours per week of intensive

ABA therapy (Applied Behavioral Analy-

sis). In Longview, though, there was only

one clinic that offered such services, and

it was brand new.

In Austin, there were at least 20 therapy

centers to choose from at the time, and it

became startlingly clear that we needed

to get back there as soon as possible. Our

dream of giving Johnny the childhood we

longed to would be limited by the scarcity

of services in rural Texas. My once lofty

notion of raising him in an unhelicopter-

parenting way was nothing more than

cruel irony at this point.

We would not be able to not hover

over him like we had witnessed parents

at Austin's playgrounds doing with their

own kids. Instead, we needed to rethink

our whole approach to what his child-

hood would look like. Such a diagnosis

calls for intensive parenting. This meant

keeping Johnny safe from self-harm,

while also learning how best to address

his acute developmental delays and guide

him forward.

While Chuck carried
Johnny around the

park on his shoulders,
trying his best to keep
the mood buoyant for
Johnny's sake, I took
a moment and stood
on the grassy mound

in the park, gazing
over Lady Bird Lake,
letting the tears fall.

Still in Longview, Johnny was banging

his head for several hours a day while we

raced to block it or drove him on endless

car rides so that he was safely nestled in

his car seat. Soon, we began packing to

move back to Austin.

It was heartbreaking to say goodbye to

family when it felt like we'd just arrived,

but we were medical refugees.

When we arrived back in Austin, there

was still a six-week delay until insurance

kicked in to cover his therapy. So, Chuck

and I sought the one thing that had always

been healing for Johnny: nature. It's long

been known that being outdoors has a

beneficial effect on everyone. Being in

nature can help give kids with autism

and sensory processing disorder the

space they need to collect and recenter.

This time, we hunted for secret

spots, hidden parks that weren't so

highly trafficked. The small park on the

banks of Shoal Creek just south of Seton

Hospital is so green it looks jewel toned.

We found Commons Ford Ranch (which

has since been discovered by everyone),

with its open skies and endless trails,

on the banks of Lake Austin. And Johnny's

favorite, the backside of Mayfield Preserve,

where a palmetto-dotted walking trail

leads down to the shores of Lake Austin.

Johnny sat peacefully for hours on the

shore, nestled against the hollow trunk

of a cypress tree.

Because we were forced to get creative

to avoid the crowds that were becoming

increasingly overwhelming for Johnny, we

were able, in our own, modified way, to

recreate a semblance of the exploratory

existence we had for him in East Texas.

Dealing with Johnny's condition was

teaching us how to make the most of our

inconvenient circumstances.

But being in therapy-forward Austin

hasn't been without its challenges. One

fall day a year after we moved back, we

took Johnny to the newly completed Lady

Bird Lake boardwalk just east of Interstate

35. He had a remarkably successful trip

there-no outbursts or meltdowns-but a

group of women dressed in chic yoga attire

phoned the police on us because of John-

ny's messy hair and the high-water pants

he had selected to don that day. They told

the officers they thought he was neglected.

In moments like these, I pine for the

less-crowded environs of East Texas-the

home of my childhood and my dreams for

our family. But Austin is now our forever

home-our reality.

After a solid year of receiving the

therapy we had moved to Austin to attain,

Johnny, at 4 1/2 years old, just weeks

shy of Mother's Day, would utter his first

words since going silent: "Mama-mama-

mama." L
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On Fertile
Ground
Historian H.W. Brands cultivates

the connections of American history
By Matt Joyce

Ideas for new books bubble to the surface when
historian H.W. Brands talks about his work. But
that's no surprise considering Brands, a history
professor at the University of Texas, has written

more than 30 books on U.S. history, economics, and
foreign affairs. With subjects ranging from Benjamin
Franklin to the Cold War, Brands' work examines the
building blocks of America as we know it today.

A native of Oregon, Brands moved in 1981 to Austin,
where he earned a Ph.D. in history from UT. He toyed
with the idea of also pursuing a doctorate in mathe-
matics, building upon the master's degree in math
he had attained at Portland Statg University. But he
decided to focus on history, teaching at Texas A&M
from 1987 to 2004 and returning to UT as a faculty
member _n 2005. Brands' dedication to the craft has
been honored with numerous bestsellers and awards,
including twice as a finalist for t1e Pulitzer Prize.
"His knowledge of American history, as far as I

can tell, is almost seamless," says Stephen Harri-
gan, a friend and author of the 2019 Texas history,

"There was a
feeling in the

1920s that we've
embarked on

this new era in
American life.

There are parts
of it we like,
but there are

parts of it that
make us feel

things are getting
out of control."

Big Wonderful Thing. "But maybe the real key to his
prolific output is his attitude. Writing isn't a task for
him, it's a sunny occupation. H2 doesn't fret about
writing his books, he just writes them."

TH: You commuted between your home in Austin
and your teaching job at Texas A&M for 17years. Did
you have any favorite roadside stops?
HWB: I tended to not stop, but it inspired the first
book I wrote on Texas, which was Lone Star Nation.
I discovered while making that commute that I was
taking the old Camino Real. When I would drive from
Bryan back toward Bastrop [State Highway 211, I was
essentially following the same route Stephen F. Austin
himself took on his first visit to Texas.

TH: How did that lead to a book?
HWB: I was reading Austin's diary, and I was struck
by the number of times he described this Texas he
was seeing for the first time as beautiful. What Austin
was looking for was whether th~s was a place where

Illustration: © 2021 Cheryl Chalmers
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people could actually make a living. Will

farmers be attracted to come to Texas? He

wanted to establish this colony to attract

Americans to Mexican Texas. It was very

interesting to feel I was seeing the Texas

that Austin was seeing, and it intrigued me

enough to pursue it for a book I wrote on

the founding of American Texas.

TH: When you think of the 1920s, what

historical relevance would you note for

readers a century later?

HWB: I've been making a pitch to my

publisher that I ought to write a book on

the 1920s because there are connections.

The first thing I will say as a historian is

every era has its own importance and

interest, but I realize most people want

to see a connection. So, the 1920s was a

time when the hottest issue in politics was

immigration. And we have been arguing

about immigration ever since. There

was also a great concern the American

economy was leading to some really big

winners, and everybody else was just

having to get by. And this, sometimes

called the "new inequality," is with us

again. And the 1920s was a time when the

United States was debating very deeply the

role of the U.S. in the world. There was a

feeling that America had been over-

extended in Europe in World War I. And

so there was a strong movement toward

let's just pull back and deal with what's

happening in the United States itself. And

we see a lot of that right now-a feeling

America, by 2020, was overextended in

Afghanistan. And there was definitely

a feeling in the 1920s-and this is not

confined to these two decades by any

means-that we've embarked on this new

era in American life. There are parts of it

we like, but there are parts of it that make

us feel things are getting out of control.

TH: Why has Texas had a relatively

significant influence on the presidency

in the past several decades?

HWB: A lot of it has to do with the fact

that there are just a lot of Texans. Texas is

the second largest state in the union, and

therefore it has the second largest number

of electoral votes. But it's important to

note something that Lyndon Johnson was

fully aware of-that as long as Jim Crow

segregation existed in the South, including

Texas, there weren't going to be any Texas

presidents because Americans as a whole

didn't like that system. When Johnson

became president by the assassination of

John Kennedy, he was in a position to do

something no one had been able to do

before-cajole and shame the South into

tolerating the end of the Jim Crow system.

He realized it had to be a southerner to do

that. Johnson dragged us out, kicking and

screaming, into the 20th century.

TH: And this opened the door for others,

such as the Bushes?

HWB: That's right. Once the South

abandons Jim Crow, then all of a sudden

southerners become acceptable. And

Texas, and more broadly the South,

becomes a player in national and presi-

dential politics in a way it wasn't before.

TH: You've said you don't consider

yourself a Texan. Why?

HWB: I'm not a Texan in the sense that

it's not my identity. I've lived in Texas

longer than I've lived anywhere else, but

I think it's where you grow up that really

matters. And in the case of Texas, I think

it's whether you're here in time to take

the seventh grade Texas history class.

Because that's when you learn what it

means to be Texan. It's really a rite of

passage. That's one of the reasons that

what they teach in that class has been

such a big deal over the years.

TH: Has your mathematics background

influenced your work as a historian?

HWB: There are people who apply data

analysis to history, but to me that spoils

the charm of history, which is the unique,

rather than what you can work into a

numerical model. If there's away the

approach of mathematics has influenced

my approach to history it is to make me

impatient with what I consider to be lazy

or casual reasoned arguments. One of

the things a mathematical mindset insists

on is showing the reasoning. Higher

mathematics is entirely reason. You prove

theories. Just today, I was talking to a

student about a paper and I said, "You

have to make clear the logical basis of

your argument; show me your evidence."

I stress this because these students are

going into a world where a lot of what

passes for reasoning is utterly specious.

TH: How do you make time to teach and

write all your books?

HWB: My teaching actually reinforces

my writing, and vice versa. I have insisted

from the beginning that I teach every

semester an introductory course on

American history. In the fall it's a course

that covers colonial times to the Civil War,

and in the spring it's from the Civil War

to the present. So I'm always thinking

in broad terms about American history.

When I decide to write a book on some

facet of American history, I already know

the concepts; I already know where it fits

in the broad scheme of things. I usually

know what the documentary evidence is

going to be. I like to think I have about a

75% head start when I start writing these

books. I like almost every aspect of the

craft of writing. I also like the research. I

don't employ research assistants because

it's just as much fun to discover this stuff

myself. I never know exactly what I'm

looking for until I find it.

TH: What is a favorite of the hundreds of

haikus you wrote for Haiku History: The

American Saga, Three Lines at a Time?

HWB: I don't know that I have a partic-

ular favorite, but one various people

responded to is early in the book, when

Indians on the East Coast see these ships

coming. It's this dawning: Oh wait, there's

a world out there; there are other people.

The white ships appear

The bearded ones come ashore

Who the hell are they?L

Keep up with H.W. Brands' work and

historical poetry on Twitter, @hwbrands.

His latest book, Our First Civil War: Patriots

and Loyalists in the American Revolution,

was published in November.
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A Traveling Show
BRECKENRIDGE, 1921

In the 1920s, regular folks didn't travel much because it was too expensive. But Texans have always
loved a good show, so entertainers came to the people. The H.W. Campbell United Show was ona40-week tour of the Southwl-en it rolled into the North Texas town of Breckenridge in 1921 with a

band, carnival rides, a Wild West saicw, and animal acts. Such traveling shows-circuses, vaudeville acts,
theater companies, and even baseball teams--toured from town to town, setting up stages and arenas,
performing, and then packing up and moving along. Based in Augusta, Georgia, the H.W. Campbell
United Show :raveled on 25 train cars and, per arecruiting advertisement of the day, employed "horse
riders, a boss hostler, electricians, a trainmaster, polers, workingmen, door talkers and grinders, and a lot
superintendent." Featuring performers of diverse backgrounds, companies like the H.W. Campbell United
Show brought worldlyentertainment to small-town Texas.

Know of anyfascinating vintage Texaosphotographs? Send copies or ideas to tacesofrxphotos@gmail~com.

Photo: Courtesy University of Texas at Arlington Special Collections Library, Basil Clemons Collection
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